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Technology
Advances
Benefit
Professors

Dean's Notes Abolished
For Spring Semester

BY ELIZABETH PERRY

This is the first of a two-part
series exploring technology applied at Trinity.

to use computers and networf
applications in their courses to
bring students closer together
outside of the classroom and to
make concepts and their practice easier.
The academic computing department of the computing
center, directed by Dr. Bernard
Hecker, provides assistance and
consultation for faculty who
wish to increase the use of technology in their classrooms. Often, the academic computing
department provides a research
specialist for faculty to help
them find the best software
possible for their class. They are
also available to train faculty in
how to use this new software.
In addition to directing the
academic computing center,
Hecker is Director of the Learning Technology Project, a project
of the Library and Computing
Center designed to enhance in-

SARAH BETTENCOURT

On Thursday night, the Trinity campus was
blanketed by a sudden ice storm which resulted
in numerous cancellations of classes and events.

structional technology on cam- puses and languages," said Dipus. Hecker is working with rector of the CTW Mellon
Drew Hyland, Director of the Project Nina Garrett. There are
Center for Collaborative Teach- two main components of the
ing & Research, to introduce a project which help professors
speaker's series this spring on utilize technology.
the general topic, "Learning the
The first was the creation of
Future: The Future of Learning." a faculty development site on
Major issues to be included in each campus. Each site is
this series are technology and equipped with high-end maliberal learning. Lecture topics chines dedicated to language
include, "Will Books Become the materials, which are more'
ogy and the Learnfng^of the Future."
Administrators and faculty
at Trinity have been working to
incorporate technology into every aspect of academic life on
campus. One of the largest
technology projects is in languages, both modern and classical. Three years ago, the CTW
Mellon Project For Language
Learning and Technology was
granted to Trinity College,
Wesleyan University and Connecticut College. The grant was
designed to provide foreign language teachers with the means
to use advanced technology in
their teaching.
The idea behind a collaborative project with other colleges
was to create a space for professors to share common problems
in teaching any language. The
hope was to "develop a collaborative relationship across cam-
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with family members or airline
companies. While most Dean's
News Editor
Forms are a confirmation that
a student was ill and went to the
After two months of careful Medical Office, there is little the
review, the Deans of Faculty Dean's Office can do to actually
and Students notified faculty confirm a students' claim of illyesterday that the policy of is- ness because the Medical Office
suing "Dean's Forms," which al- must maintain the confidentilow excused absence from class, ality of the nature of any
has been discontinued. There student's visit.
"I think people are going to
will not be a formal system set
up to replace Dean's Forms; the Medical Office, without berather, the student will be re- ing all that ill, just to get a Dean's
sponsible for contacting and Form," Peters said. "We hear
notifying professors of any ill- from students and medical personnel that in several of the reness or absence.
This action is a result of the quests, it's a little dubious that
dramatic increase in the num- there really is an illness. A stuber of requests as well as the dent may miss class for whatquestionable integrity of the ever reason and then go to the
process. According to the Dean infirmary just to have their
of Students Office, over 1,000 name signed in.
Dean's Forms were issued in
"It won't be much of a differ1996-97 and this year's tally is ence for a student if they were
on a pace to match that mark. legitimately ill. If they can't atThis caused members of the tend class, they'll just have to
Dean of Faculty and Students talk to the faculty member"
Offices to review this policy and.
In a memo sent by the Dean
make the change.
of Faculty office to faculty
According to Associate Dean members regarding the change
l v

Senior Editor

As improved technology and
easy access to programs have
made computers an integral
part of our general society, computers have become more and
more important to the academic world. Trinity has kept
abreast of the latest technology,
attempting to incorporate it
into every facet of campus life.
One of the most significant
places advanced technology
has appeared on campus is in
the classroom.
The computer system at Trinity has grown in the 1990s, as
new programs are developed for
the sciences, humanities, languages, and other departments.
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computers.
> *
The second component of the
project is an electronic classroom built on each campus.
This room is both a classroom*
where language courses can be
taught, as well as a lab where
students can have access to the
see GRANTS on page seven

BY D A N BERMAN
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of integrity in the process.
There have been instances of
students making false claims of
family emergencies or cancelled plane flights in order to
receive a Dean's Form. Several
students were actually caught
when the Dean's Office checked

the prerogative of an instructor
to determine whether a student
is excused for missing class and
is allowed to make up the
missed work,"
Matt Purushotham '01, however, thinks that Dean's Forms
add legitimaticy to student's
see DECISION on page five

Umoja House Settling Into
New Address on Vernon St.
BY PAUL PULTAR

News Writer

With a new location and extensive renovation project almost completed, the Umoja
House will be ready for its official dedication on January 31st.
This will bring to an end the
six-month saga of moving,
promises and meetings that began with the surprise move of
the house in August from its
former location next to North
Campus,
In August, Imani Co-President Charity Elder '98 was notified by Vice President of Social
Services Jim Mullen about the
need to move the house from its
original location. Although it
would be necessary to tear
down the house, Umoja could
be relocated four or five buildings down on Vernon Street.
The school would also be fully
responsible for the cost of executing all necessary renovations. Elder was originally told
that the basement and third
floor would be fixed up enough
to be used for study.
What followed was a series of
meetings and phone calls dur-

ing the months of September
and October between the executive boards of Imani, the
Trinity College Black Women's
Organization (TCBWO), the

College, and the architects for
carrying out the renovations to
the house.
According to Elder, what resee UMOJA on page seven

The newly-renovated Umoja House rests
at its new location next to Campus Safety
at 74 Vernon Street.
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brand new, garnered me a
whopping $21.25 worth of
As yet another semester of Christmas money through the
our Trinity education gets un- bookstore's buy-back program.
derway, the time for the dreaded Needless to say, I tried not to
visit to the Trinity College Book- spend all my loot in one place.
store is upon us again. During While the average cost of each
the proverbial root-canal of the book new was $12.24, the averregistration period,a visit to the age amount paid to me for their
bookstore has come to represent return in like-new condition
the inevitable separation of the was $1.77. This is wrong.
The solution to this problem
student from exorbitant sums
is not clear, but SGA efforts to
of money.
Students now jokingly com- find alternative means for stupete with each other to see dents to buy and sell books
whose books cost the most. should be applauded. Those
What's even worse than the students who have tried to inhigh cost of purchasing these vestigate the problem have been
essential course materials is stalled. This is a monopoly and
that they are, to a large degree, the only option for students at
worthless upon completion of a present is to either not buy
books or to search for them in
semester's work.
Before we left for winter the library.
Meanwhile, I'm still trying to
break in December, I returned to
the bookstore to sell my books decide between the $21.25 South
back one last time. This proved Park tee-shirt or the $21.25
to be the most shocking book- ticket to the Hartford Wolf pack
store transaction of my college I've wanted for so long.
career thus far. The twelve
books in question, which origi- Sincerely,
nally cost me a total of $146.90 Michael Bradley '98
To the Editor:

The recent collaborative ruling by the offices of the Dean of Students and
the Dean of Faculty to eradicate the widely-used Dean's Forms (commonly
referred to as "Dean's Notes") appears to be a most timely and sensible route
for the administration to take. While such a bold decision will assuredly
spark controversy among both the student body and the faculty, the bleak
numbers alone reveal that Dean's Notes have simply outlived their usefulness on the Trinity campus.
With over 1,000 Dean's Forms issued during the eight short months of the
1996-97 academic year, many the result of fabricated deaths in the family or
"delayed" travel plans, legitimacy has rightfully become paramount. As the
exorbitant number of Dean's Notes issued during this past fall semester indicates, the demand for excuses is following last year's abysmal pattern, and
will not be curbed without intervention.
The obvious solution and the administration's new policy is to negate the
intermediary position the Dean's office currently plays and thus, grant professors the power to create and enforce their own rules on attendance. While
this alteration does both resist a uniform policy on excused absences and add
an extra burden to a faculty member's already dense work load, arguably it is
well worth it. In fact, if instructors were aware of the corruption entrenched
within this frequently used process, they would probably be as likely to accept a Dean's Form as a they would a ten page paper written in one hour.
Undoubtedly this decision will present some minor problems such as difficulty contacting professors. However, the hassle may require just enough
effort to dissuade overzealous use of these forms. After all, the object of this
ruling is not to completely abolish the concept of an "excused" absence or an
extension, but rather to weed out those undeserving students who are simply abusing an increasingly generous system.
Trinity has long since given students the benefit of the doubt, and unfortunately we have proven undeserving of this freedom.
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High way Robbery
To the Editor:

do not participate in these sort
of games. On the contrary, we
percieve this to be a very serious matter. This robbery by the
members of the Pike Fraternity
shows blatent disrespect toward Imani and the Umoja

At 3 AM on Thursdayjanuary 15th, three students from
the Pike Fraternity climbed
into the back window on the
first floor of the Umoja House
and stole threechairsmnd pro-' House.'*'
i »» krjktty^jmtMiM
The Umoja House was
ceeded to walk them to their
fraternity house on Vernon moved down the street next to
Street. After being watched by Campus Safety over the suma Campus Safety officer, the mer of'97. During the first sethree
students
were mester of this year, it was
repremanded and the chairs remodeled, renovated, and was
were returned. The Dean of opened in time for the begining
Students office along with of the Spring semester. This
Campus Safety have already reopening is the result of the
held hearings with the three efforts of the Black Alumni orstudents from the Pike Frater- ganization, Imani, and the
nity.
Trinity College Black Women's
Coincedentally, this inci- Organization. The College had
dent happened on the same originally planned to knock
day as the birth of Rev. Dr. Mar- down the house and build us
tin Luther Kingjr. This makes one within the next year. We
me question the motivation have come a long way since this
behind this theft. It has been summer.
made known to me that the
We will not allow anyone or
fraternities at Trinity College any other organization to disregularly steal from each other respect or deprive us of what
as well as from other buildings we have earned.
on campus. Many will agree
that the stealing between the Sincerely,
frats is apparently a part of J. Russell Fugett '01
Greek life at Trinity. The and Charity Elder'00
Umoja House, however, is not a Co-chairs of Imani: Trinity
fraternity. This means that we
College Black Student Union

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum. ,
,
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUSMAIL:
Box 702582
•E-MAIL:
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resqurces/Docex/Tripbd
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school. So why am I here?
I suppose I'm at Trinity for the
T PETERSON
same reason as just about everyOpinion Editor
one else: I didn't get into Brown.
But of all the other second-tier
I'm getting old. Next week I Ivy-League-Replacementturn twenty and quite frankly Schools named after toothpaste
I'm a little nervous. I've recently companies and brightly-coldiscovered that I can't do the ored cheese, why did I choose
things I used to. Walking up here? Was it the proximity to
stairs isn't a problem yet, but historic and beautiful Hartford
who's to say what next year will crack houses? Well, obviously
bring. Twelve short months ago, that was a part of it, but I can't
I was sucking down Mind-Eras- help thinking there's more.
ers until I could make awkward Why did I come here to this
and marginally successful Ivory Tower of Higher Educapasses at Bistro Jane. I just can't tion when I could have been
do that anymore. Maybe there's touring historic and beautiful
something wrong with me. New Orleans crack houses?
What was it about Trinity that
Who knows?
1 keep asking myself why I'm made me say, "Holy cow. Let me
here. I guess I'm here to gradu- in before I throw up?"
I remember the day I came to
ate and maybe learn something
in between the weekends along look at the school, take the tour,
the way. But that's the way it is ask pointed questions, and be
no matter where you go to asked to avert my eyes from
BY ANDREW M .

OPINION

Broad Street. My mother and I
came in late to the information
session; five minutes late, if that.
I don't remember who was running it or what he told all of us
as we sat and tried to look like
we were listening attentively,
but I do remember this: he harassed me mercilessly. I was
here to listen to this guy's
$120,00 sales pitch, and he
made fun of me. This obviously
doesn't say anything about my
being at Trinity, but it does say
something about why I'm here,
typing this stupid article at two
in the morning. It is to make fun
of you, the reader; to shamelessly abuse the power I have
inherited and harass each and
every one of you with all the
tact and sensitivity of the director of a Viet-Cong POW camp.
That's why I'm here.
I'm getting old. I guess that's
what getting old is all about.

. . .And In This Corner
BY ROBERT QUEENEY
& ANDREW HAYES

Opinion Writers

It seems that people can get
credit for any little thing they
do these days. Internships
that have little or nothing to
do with anything academic,
some random and long-ago
taken class that has been to» y aDgEen,
n p^y^
education classes that are
nothing more than supervised time in the weight room.
All of this considered, a logical question is raised; why is
no credit given for those students that participate in varsity athletics.
Although the idea might
initially sound erroneous,
break it down by the numbers. The average class at
Trinity College consists of
roughly three class hours a
week, with required time out
of class somewhere in the
neighborhood of five to ten
hours a week. The phys. ed.
classes, which grant the enterprising student with a
quarter credit for the semester,
require no time to be spent out
of class. A varsity athletic
program, an activity which
comes without any class
credit, demands around
twelve to fifteen hours a week

for practice time. The games
or matches themselves, not
factoring in the necessary
travel, nearly double the total
hours a week that the
unrewarded student has to
spend away from his or her
studies.
It cannot be truthfully said
that a varsity athlete at this
level plays their respective
sport for any other reason
than aa intense love foe the
game and a desire to excel in
physical competition. What
is included in that package,
at least from the academic
standpoint, is the many lost
hours and physically exhausted late-night study sessions.
Advisors and professors
give no relief when a student
proclaims that the cause of
their academic woes is a result of playing a varsity sport,
as they shouldn't. The institution should take a stand
and reward those who spend
a large part of each week representing the college in the
face of long time rivals.
While athletes are not entitled to any special treatment in comparison to the
other students here, they
should get the credits they
deserve for dedicating as
much time as they do to Trinity College.
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This week: Should athletes receive
course credit for playing varsity sports?

lytta
60
The percentage of
Trinity students who
play sports, including

The amoun
received for a half-semester physical education class.
12.5
The number of classroomhoursrequired.per
week, for 5 classes.
20
The number of hours
spent playing football,
per week, for a football
player during the. fall, •
84
" .
The percentage of
Trinity students involved
in extracirricular activities.

BY SCOTT HITCHCOCK
'f & JARED HELLER

Opinion Writers

Should 1 get a credit for being in After Dark? I do it on
my own time, with no expectation of credit from the
school, because I enjoy being
in AfterDark. If you think
that giving, individuals who
participate in organized
sports, be it varsity or otherwise should receive a credit,
then every extracurricular
activity, including After Dark
should be worthy of credit. I
guess that being in After
Dark is a great way to avoid
the agony of having to take
an intellectual class. Let's be
honest here, credits are
awarded for academic
achievement and while playing football will teach you the
valuable skill of teamwork
and yes, how to play football,
it will not be applicable to
your career.
Extracurricular comes
from the Latin (extra meaning extra) and (curricular
meaning curriculum). For all
you English majors out there,
that means outside of the curriculum or outside of class.
That means sports don't get a
grade. Sure, gym classes get a
credit but gym classes get a

grade. Even if you want to
begin to give all sports a
grade, how could you? On
what basis would an rower
on the crew team be graded?
Would it be how fast he
strokes or how well the boat
does in a race? Is third place
out of eight boats an A, a C+,
what? In a class, your grades
are based on1 exams (for all
those majoring, in religion
and philosophy ignore that
last part) or papers, by professors who have also taken
exams and have written papers and who are therefore
qualified to objectively judge
their students.
There is just no legitimate,
fair way to be graded in a
sport as these coaches were
not hired to be objective
graders but to put together a
team that wins. In some
cases that involves working
for hours to hone the skills of
a quarterback while at the
same time five or six other
students in the newly formed
football class (FTBL 317) receive little to no instruction
and spend the semester
"riding the pine."
Don't get me wrong here,
I'm all for sports and participating in them, however, I
don't feel that running
around in circles on a track
is worth l/36th of a diploma.

Along The Long Walk
WHAT WAS YOUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION?
CHRIS
SANDIFER '99

"Drink beer,
play rugby."

DAVID
BRIGHT '00

MARK
HUGHES '00

"To stop stealing
from the Cave."

"To make the
Voices go
away."

OPINION
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Awareness Programs
Blind to the Issues
BY CHRIS HERB

Opinion Writer

lam a little bit skeptical about all these
"awareness programs" springing up everywhere. Awareness programs are
those activities that are used to create
awareness over some social problem.
Most normal businesses advertise
through TV and/or newspapers and
magazines. Environmental Organizations and Community Activists must
always take advertising one step further,
and create some cutesy program to create awareness over an issue. These programs just seem to be too creative for
their own good.
These awareness programs are everywhere Last year, at Buckingham Browne
and Nichols High School in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, I saw the school's environmental club try to make students
aware of thirdworld country conditions.
On Thanksgiving, only rice was served
• in the cafeteria. A certain 10 individuals, chosen at random, were allowed to
join the faculty in some large feast. Everyone else was deemed worthy of rice.
The school got off on bragging how PC
and trendy it was. BB&r N went international. The school was educating students in the ways of the world; it was
hands on experience. As students drove
off to McDonalds in their BMWs and
Volvos, they had deep discussions about
how bad it would be to only eat rice for
meals. They sure felt aware of famine
conditions in third world countries; especially since the food that would have
been served that day was being shipped
off'to'Somalia to irrfpf
there. They were becoming aware, and
doing something for the world. How
could a rice entree for lunch open
anyone's eyes to poverty and famine,
much less have anything close to a point?
The larger problem at hand is the
simple illusion that people will become
enlightened after the apparent awareness program experience. These liberal
happy-feel-good awareness programs
are always used to promote guilt. Those
who believe that they will gain some

spiritual insight into the problem of
homelessness in America by sipping coffee all night with friends are naive. The
homeless people that I have seen don't
often huddle around a coffeepot sipping
Folgers all night with friends. The
homeless people I have seen are homeless every night. I remember walking by
the coffee-drinkers and thought they
were protesting the recent late night restrictions. Sitting at McDonalds that day
last year did not make me feel aware of
third world hunger. There are so many
ways to help your community, and help
those who are less fortunate. Why not
choose one of them? The one thing these
"awareness programs" do create, is publicity. Normally, the participating organization will get some press from their
actions. This in turn spurs the guilt feeling in Americans, which generates donations. These organizations cannot
function without donations. One could
draw the conclusion that awareness programs are actually meant to make
people aware of the organization itself,
and not some issue.
These organizations can be very subversive in their quest for money.
ConnPIRG, MassPIRG, and similar organizations make money by taking a portion of your tuition. ConnPIRG receives
a sum of money, the equivalent of $5 per
student. For some reason however, there
is not a large awareness program about
our donations. A friend of mine who
works for MassPIRG informed me that
there is some fine print on the tuition
payment planning statements at all Massachusetts schools, which st ates that donations will bet
so people will ignore it and not refuse.
Everyone has the option of getting a refund though. I have asked ConnPIRG
people for my refund a couple of times,
but they insist there will be a table set
up either the third or fifth week of school
at which everyone can request their refund of the $5 donation they probably
knew nothing about. Perhaps these organizations seek the primary goal of
self-preservation rather than community activism.

No Parking Anytime
BY DILLON TWOMBLY

Opinon Writer

While indulging in Marriott's somewhat al dente spaghetti on Sunday
night a booming god-like voice came
on over the seldom used loudspeaker
informing us all that any cars parked
in the Mather lot would be immediately towed. This is too much, parking
has become public enemy number one
at Trinity College. There is no doubt

school has chosen not to tackle the immense alcohol abuse problem, the
crime problem or academic honesty or
lack thereof; but to tackle the all important problem of parking. They have
made it clear that they will no longer
tolerate students parking in faculty
lots, students parking in handicapped
spaces, and yes, even the immoral students who park in the Mather lot, will
no longer be tolerated. While all the
while ignoring the roving bands of
wildly drunken hyenas that plague the

There is no doubt that there is a parking problem at
this school, but at the same time I must question the
amount of energy that is being devoted to enforcing
parking regulations.
that there is a parking problem at this
school, but at the same time I must question the amount of energy that is being
devoted to enforcing parking regulations. I find it remarkable that I con-,
stantly get ticketed in the Seabury lot
while school alcohol and drug policies
are seldom enforced. I discussed this
conflict with a campus safety officer the
other night as he helped me carry 26
cases of Rolling Rock up to my room.
It would seem that Campus Safety devotes the bulk of its time to responding
to violations in the "parking code." There
must be a more constructive solution to
this problem. The administration of this

campus any given night of the week.
It is up to the school to develop a solution to the shortage of parking. Such
revolutionary ideas as painting lines
between the parallel spots on Summit
Street and adding additional parking
spaces seem to have been overlooked.
Further consultation with vehicle demobilization guru, Mark Hughes, author of the definitive Spots and Slots,
would be infinitely beneficial to the
Trinity community. In a candid conversation held off the record, he suggested to me that if the Broad and
Vernon lot is so convenient, then the
faculty should park there instead,

I SOLP my SOUL FOR 6ENER/IL PSYCHOLOGY.

From the Bleachers
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Writer

Hello sports fans, and welcome to a
truly remarkable viewpoint: the bleachers. From out here you can see almost
everything that goes on in sports, although sometimes the view gets a little
clouded by the fact that you are sitting
nearly four hundred feet away from the
action. And what action there has been
in the past few weeks: the Super Bowl
hype, the NFLs enormous new TV deal,
and tons and tons awesome NBA action.
What most; fans don't realize, or don't
want to realize, is that the fan is the one
who will lose in the long run. The main

petitor and the favorite to win on Sunday, the Broncos might come away with
the upset. This year Denver is in a completely different situation than their Super Bowl losses of the past. For one,
Denver now has a great running game,
led by Terrell Davis, to complement
Elway's rocket arm. This season Davis
has run for an outstanding 1,750 yards
on only 369 carries (4.7 yards per carry).
In addition, he has tagged opponents for
fifteen touchdowns. Denver's balanced
offense should keep the Packers' defense
off-balanced come next Sunday.
Although neither team has home field
advantage, the game being d a v ^ ^ .
sunny California srl'ouIfffavWTftT^^*
cos. In seven lifetime meetings with the

..imagine watching a Bears-Packers game with Mickey
and Minnie doing play by play Or seeing the Super
Bowl on the Discovery Channel with an antelope
commentating.
problem in the coming years will be stability, and the confusion over whose
team will be playing on what network
on which week. Although each network
has signed seemingly long contracts
(each network has at least five or six-year
contracts), big money and greed can
change that in a New York minute.
Greed and money has already created
a volatile state in the free agent market
and a rotating wheel of moving sports
franchises. Increasingly, players and
coaches of all sports have bolted from
college for big money professional contracts, and they have all been to glad to
jump from team to team for higher salaries.
This attitude has also permeated
sports broadcasting. I would not be surprised if, sometime in the near future, the
NFL broke one or more of these new contracts and went with another network
which offered more money. These days
it need not even need to be a major network. What if the Disney Channel offered the NFL $700 million or even $1
billion a year? How could the NFL resist that kind of money?
For just a moment imagine watching
a Bears-Packers game with Mickey and
Minnie doing play by play. Or seeing the
Super Bowl on the Discovery Channel
with an antelope commentating. I know
that business is business, but the best
thing that the NFL can do for football
and its fans is to achieve some stability.
Enough with all of the noise off the
field; it's time to bring on the Packers and
the Broncos for Super Bowl XXXII. Going into San Diego, the biggest question
on the collective minds of all Denver fans
is: can the Broncos end their Super Bowl
losing streak at four?
Although Green Bay is a tough corn-

Pack, Denver has lost or tied all of the
games that they have played Green Bay
on the road (whether the game was in
Lambeau Field or Milwaukee). In contrast, all of the games played away from
the Dairy State have seen the Packers go
down in defeat. I think that come next
Sunday the Broncos will upset the Packers by a ten-point margin.
If you have been caught up in all the
hype of the Super Bowl, or just been iced
in your room lately, you might have
missed the latest developments in the
NBA. The biggest one, by far, has been
the return of the Chicago Bulls' perennial all-star forward, Scottie Pippen.
Since returning from preseason foot surgery and trade demands, Pippen is already looking like his old self again. In
five games he has averaged 17.8 points,
including a twenty-three point performance in a Bulls win over the Rockets
last Sunday.
In other news, the NBA has announced that it will no longer hold the
Slam Dunk Contest during the upcoming All-Star Weekend. Officials sighted
the change was in response to a number
of factors, including the contest's lack of
appeal to NBA superstars. Perhaps Brent
Barry's victory in San Antonio two years
ago signaled the end of the event. However, over the years, the slam-dunk contest has wowed and amazed fans over
and over again. Who can forget Michael
Jordan's dunk from the free-throw line
in 1986? Or even Kobe Bryant's spectacular performance last year in Cleveland?
The slam-dunk contest may be over, but
it will always have a special place in my
heart.
Well sports fans, I think that our time
is just about up, but just remember Nike's
new slogan: "I can" buy Nike products.
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Overuse Prompts Special Elections to be Held on
Deans' Decision Thursday to Fill SGA Openings
continued from page one
claims, saying, "I think if the
Dean's Office tells your professor, its more of an official thing,
saying: 'I'm sick, excuse me from
class.'"
Dan Rudnick '01 agrees with
the change, stating, "I think
Dean's Forms are just unnecessary red tape. (The change) also
increases interaction between
students and teachers." The
Dean's Office also feels that
Dean's Forms are an unnecessary step between.student and
faculty members, although
some professors such as English
Professor Elizabeth Libby have,
"always wanted students to get
a Dean's Note and also talk to
me."
However, this point caused
some concern among students
who point out the difficulty of
reaching professors, some of
whom do not live in the Hartford area or are not available on
campus. John Whittemore '01
expressed his displeasure at the
change citing the instance of a
friend who failed a chemistry
course because the professor did
not check his messages to find
out the student would be absent.
Another point students and
faculty supported was the system of Dean's Forms as an efficient and standard method for
students to report absences, and
faculty to record them. History
Professor Eugene Leach said,
argdyu'sa matter about efficicncy.
to contact all of the person's instructors - that would be somewhat of a burden for the person
herself. It's something of a nice

service for the Dean's office to do
that. It automatically validates
that person's excuse when
you're sending the note."
Andrew Weiss '01 agrees with
Leach, stating, "I think that
Dean's Notes are legitimate because if you're sick, you're sick,
and you miss class. I don't think
that people with legitimate illnesses should be punished because other people are abusing
the system."
Mark Stuckenbruck '98
doesn't like the change because
there is no longer a standard
policy for absences, stating, "If
you go to the dean, it is something everyone has to do, so it
will be the same for everybody,
but if you go to the professors,
the policy will be completely
different across the board."

Senators Look Ahead to Spring Term
BY DEVIN PHARR

News Writer

On Thursday, the SGA will
hold special elections to fill four
positions that have been vacated, including the SGA Executive Vice Presidency,
formerly held by Darrick Mello
'99. In addition, three at-large
SGA positions will be filled by
the election as a result of students studying abroad.
SGA Senator Kerry Hartz '01
stated, "While we're going to
miss the people that are leaving
SGA, I hope that the spring elections will help to bring new
blood that will invigorate student government."

Under the new system, students will no
longer be able to receive excused absences
from the medical office.

SARAH BETTENCOURT

Complain to SGA

to sell and the following semester we put them out and sell
them at the used book prices,"
explained Chairman of Student
Life Patrick Gavin '00.
The Student Life Committee
has been taking measures to
have the books students need on
the shelves on the bookstore
when they need them. "Mostly
this lies in helping when the
bookstore is slow in getting
more copies or encouraging
professors to have their book
lists ready on time," claimed
Gavin.

Before Winter Vacation, the
"Bitch at SGA" program involved students responding
through e-mail about their
gripes and concerns about the
school, campus or anything else
bothering them. "That was really a big success," said Class
Representative Ben Cella '00.
"We really got a lot of responses
in and were able to act on most
of them. Giving the students
what they want is really what
we're all about."
Some students expressed
opinions that the power posLooking Ahead
sessed by the SGA is very limited. "I feel that there isn't much
SGA President Bill Mahoney
point to such the system," said '99 is pleased with the work StuRussell Grant '99. "No matter dent Government is doing, statwhat they want to do the SGA ing, "All of the Class
is still governed by the admin- representatives have been very
istration and has to comply active on campus. I'm really
with what they want them to , happy with the group as a
do."
whole. It's been a great year so
SGA member Steven Chin '00 far and we're looking forward to
said, "What we do get done is the next semester. I hope that
great, but it seems so patroniz- people keep coming to us and
ing to have to answer to the col- getting involved iike they have
lege. Even more so, in that the so far."
college can take away our power
Member-at-large
Jeff
to do anything as students at Ginsburg'OOfeltsimilarly.statanytime."
ing, "It's been great so far. We
have lots of people being vocal
and expressing their concerns
Book Trading
as well as getting involved in
The SGA is designing a book things like the Campus Plan
exchange to curb semester\y and tVie condition o$ dorms.
textbook eqsts, "CQNNPIRG , There haven't been any huge ishas granted an internship for sues as of yet but we've accomthe students to run it. Essen- plished a great deal this year for
tially what will happen is that the students'and hope we can
you bring in the books you want continue to do so."

Hartford
Ski and Ride Stratton
Monday through Friday (non-holiday)

for C A % —• with your
D\J O i l valid college ID.

Plus, get Doff*
weekends and holidays.
For special discounts visit
Stratton's HOT DEALS page
on our website.

•Must present vilid colleje ID »t ticket window. ^
(Met not valid wnh >n» other discounts.

Ice Storm Hits Connecticut
Connecticut residents awoke Friday morning to an Ice Age '-.
landscape of glazed sidewalks, snapped electrical lines and
roads too slick fpr many cars. Almost 90,000 homes and
businesses lost electrical service when ice-coated trees broke
wires. More than 600 sanding and plow trucks were sent out
Friday morning, but not before an estimated 200 motorists
had minor accidents on slick city streets. Cracking branches
also caused problems, including numerous reports of downed
electrical wires smpldering on roadways. Although roads
were clear by nightfall, many returned to homes with no
power as entire neighborhoods were in the dark Friday night
while utility crews worked into the night restoring service. At
Bradley International Airport, many flights were delayed or
canceled because of ice on the runways.

Hell's Angels Gang Shooting
A Hell's Angels motorcycle gang member admitted Friday
that he fatally shot former gang member Todd Festa in selfdefense earlier this month. Mehden resident Danny Klimas,
whom police describe as an "enforcer" in the gang, was
arraigned in Superior Court Friday on charges of murder,
criminal use of a firearm, tampering with or fabricating
physical evidence and carrying a pistol or revolver without a
:
permit.
"This tragedy occurred simply because I was trying to
defend myself," Klimas said. State Police claim Klimas, a
sergeant-at-arms with, the Bridgeport chapter of the Hell's • . •
Angels, shot Festa, four times January 7 at the Polish National
Alliance Park in Wallingford. Festa, 28, was believed by the
gang to be a State Police informant, police said.
The Hartford Courantjanuary18,1998
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Imani Candlelight Vigil
Commemorates MLK Jr.
of African-American decent. equal level. People fail to see that
The idea that this commemora- inequality paralyzes not only
tion is inclusive of all races and the oppressed, but the oppresnot strictly focused on "Black sor. But because the black comIn the cold echoing vault of Power" was strongly empha- munity constituted much of the
lowest economic level, Dr. King's
the Long Walk, their footsteps sized by its organizers.
Many students were re- work became a black issue."
were hushed by the icy rain, but
their voices rose in harmony, minded of Dr. King's vision.
Lewis also emphasized the
singing "We shall overcome." "What is notable about Dr. King significance of Dr. King's work
Their candles flickered as the is not the fact that he faced per- pointing out the fact that Marharsh winds blew around them. secution, but that he worked on tin Luther King Jr. Day is the
Students straggled as the fre- despite all obstacles. He be- only nationally observed birthquent need to relight candles lieved in his cause until his day of a non-president. He went
slowed their progress, but they death, persevering and realizing on to state, "the birthdays we
were nonetheless all united in a that he may not see the results celebrate, those of Washington
single purpose: to commemo- of his work in his own lifetime. and Lincoln, are commemorarate the birthday of slain Civil He is not only a model for the tive of presidents who repreRights leader Martin Luther black community, but a model sented freedom of the spirit.
King Jr. The January 15th Mar- for humanity as well," one stu- And I would argue that Dr. King
tin Luther King Jr.
is just as significant
candlelight walk to
as these leaders of
the Umoja House,
freedom. Dr. King
and subsequent podrafted a figurative
etry reading was
constitution onto
jointly sponsored^ by
the
American
two of' Trinity's
people."
multi-cultural
Outside of the
groups: Imani (Trinblack community,
ity College Black StuDr. King is often
dent Union) and
seen as "the repreTCBWO (Trinity Colsentative" of their
lege Black Women's
subculture. Yet
Organization).
among
black
Americans, this
The group of
idea is contested.
twenty students, cov"One person can't
ering a broad range of
FILE PHOTO
represent an entire
the racial spectrum, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
community. It's
spoke of their per- addresses crowd.
like having a'token'
sonal feelings conblack; 'token' minorities," comcerning King and the dent at the event commented.
significance of his birthday's
Professor Hank Lewis mented Imani President Charobservance. Charles Botts '01 pointed out that, "When you see ity Elder'98.
said, "This gathering is really a an event such as this, and see
Professor Lewis shared simitestament of Dr. King's great- only a fraction of the commu- lar sentiments, adding, "I was
ness. Hi'S tremendous influence nity turn out, it points out the raised a • pp t f f « W P W *
on our cuiture is why this [in- blatant lack of awareness of Dr. black leaders: Sojourner Truth,
teraction] is possible. Fifty years King's work. While he is seen Harriet Tubman; James Farmer.
ago, black and white students primarily as a fighter for black Saying that this particular man
couldn't sit together, like this. rights, he was also largely con- can best 'represent' this particuIt's thanks to his perseverance cerned with social.cultural and lar movement demeans not
and faith that we are all here. economic unity. Unfortunately, only him but also the moveThere's still much work to be this has been seen as strictly a ment. MLK is put out there as
done, but this is proof that we're racial problem. Dr. King be- The Voice.' It causes us to formoving in the right direction." lieved that a country cannot get that there are many, many
Despite the apparent miscon- function at its highest potential " people who played significant
ception, this event was not until the lowest economic com- roles in the pursuit of racial
geared strictly to thosestudents mon denominator is on an equality."
\

BY LIZ KISZONAS

News Writer

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Penn State Chemistry Professor Sparks Up
Pennsylvania State University chemistry professor Julian Heicklen sat in a chair at
noon yesterday at University Gates and smoked a joint. Yet, he was not arrested. Saying he
was tired of paying taxes for others who smoked marijuana and were arrested, Heicklen
said he wanted University students and the public to pay for him, for a change. He also
claimed the government is too powerful. Tf arrested, Heicklen said he would plead not
guilty. He said he did not fear arrest, even though he had not consulted specific legal
representation. "It's the price of civil disobedience," he said, "I'm trying to get the antidrug
laws abolished. I believe that it is immoral to arrest anyone for owning a vegetable."
Heicklen said he will continue to express his beliefs until he. is arrested and plans to return
at noon on January 29th to the University gates to continue his protest.

U. off FL President Refers to Colleague as an "Oreo"
Comments that University of Florida President John Lombardi made during a private
party at his home Dec. 16 have come back to haunt him. He now is struggling to explain
just what he meant when he called newly-elected State University System Chancellor
Adam Herbert an "Oreo," saying he used the term "to signify someone who's black and can
operate in the white world" Herbert 54, last week was named the first black chancellor of
the Florida SUS. He will leave his post as President of the University of North Florida on
Monday. In his letter to Herbert, Lombardi apologized for "the inappropriate choice of
words" and said the words were "wrong and do not reflect my true feelings." University of
Florida Regent Steve Uhlfelder expressed concern Lombardi is not fully owning up to a
"serious mistake," saying, "you don't try to distort the truth or sugarcoat the truth."
Lombardi denied any efforts to put a "positive spin" on the incident, saying it is impossible
to do so. "It's pretty straightforward," he explained. "I said a bad thing."
uwire, January 16,1998
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On The Beat
Umoja House Receives
Housewartiling Party
At about 3:00 AM on Wednesday, January 14,
Campus Safety officers witnessed three individuals
carrying furniture into 94 Vernon Street. The students
were carrying three chairs, and they claimed that the
chairs were taken from an unoccupied floor of the
Umoja House as a prank and would be returned several
days later. Campus Safety has turned the case over the
Dean of Students office for further evaluation.

Thieves Ring in New Year
During Christmas break, officers discovered a
window open in a first-floor room of Goodwin. Upon
further investigation, officers discovered a door kicked
open. The student was notified at home, and gave a
list of stolen items upon his return to campus which
included stereo equipment, a Macintosh computer;
and a Swiss Army Watch. Hartford Police have been
involved in the investigation of the break-in, which
occurred between Dec 26 and 27.
Possible suspects include two adolescents who
were seen around the door asking departing students
for their combination. Campus Safety Director Brian
Kelly advises students, "We strongly emphasize if
anyone sees people, regardless of age, that they don't
recognize or they think can potentially be suspicious,
they should immediately call Campus Safety."

Mark The Date
A college employee working in the Calendar
Office reported on January 7 that between 2:00 PM
and 5:30 PM someone entered her desk drawer and
removed her wallet containing $70 in cash, as well as
credit cards and personal papers. As of yet, there are no .
suspects in this case.

The Early Bird Gets The Shaft
On January 8th, students returning to on campus
early from Christmas break returned from dinner to
discover their security screen opened and a television/
VCR unit missing, valued at $300. Campus Safety
conducted an audit of the Locknetics device fOT the
room and found no unauthorized access. Campus
Safety has concluded that access could have been
gained as a result of the screen not being secured or the
door being left open.

Crowbar No Match For Locked
Doors
Sometime on January 11, there was an attempt to
force entry into three rooms in Mather Hall, including
the Women's Center and two custodial closets,
possibly with a crowbar or large screwdriver. There
were no reports of any missing items and there are no
suspects at this time.

Hartford impound Lots Working
Overtime
Effective immediately, temporary parking will n o
longer be allowed by students, faculty, administration
or staff in the Mather Hall driveway or Northbound
lane of Summit Street. Cars found parking in the
driveway are subject to tow, which includes a $50 fine,
as well as an additional $10 fine.
Also, Campus Safety is cracking down on illegal
parking in blue handicapped spaces. Campus Safety
Director Brian Kelly emphasized that cars parking in
handicapped spaces without legal handicapped
placards are subject to tow and a $75 fine.

For Deposit Only
On January 11, the Tripod Business Manager
reported that a legal sized envelope containing
uncashed checks was taken from the Tripod office.
This envelope was last seen December 18. A locknetics
audit has been conducted and Campus Safety is
investigating the incident.

m
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Technology Grants Enhance Curriculum
continued from page one
network, Macintosh computers
and any other necessary technology. Students can use these
rooms after hours to work with
multimedia language materials
to supplement their instruction.
In addition to equipping the
rooms with state-of-the-art re. sources, the grant provides
money for faculty training in
advanced technological resources and allows faculty to
undertake technological-use
t projects. Money can go towards
hiring students as assistants
and towards purchasing software.
Lecturer in Modern Languages Francoise Weaver has
found the Mellon Grant programs useful in her French
classes. She has created a computer program with grammar
and vocabulary drills for students in Elementary French
and has used the internet for
students in Spoken French to
access French magazines.
Weaver commented, "the
Mellon Grant has helped a lot in
making us aware of the opportunities available in technology.
It is nice to have interest in the
language d e p a r t m e n t , as it
helps the professors to find new
resources."
About 70 language faculty

members out of a total 130 from
the three campuses are involved
in workshops and projects, "The
professors at all three campuses
are making astonishing use of
the technology provided by this
grant," commented Garrett.
The grant, in its third year, is
almost finished. However, administrators of the project have
asked for, and feel confident
they will receive, a one year extension. This extension would
not mean more money to spend,
but rather an extra year to
spend the outstanding grant
money. Further, Garrett stated,
"the three institutions are committed to supporting the
director's position for two years
after the grant ends, to keep
projects and support for them
going." It has not yet been determined w h o will fill the
director's position.
Trinity specifically is attempting to maintain new programs even after the grant ends.
The college is currently conducting a search for a director of
the.Blume Language Center,
which will be built during the
renovations to the library over
the next few years. Blume is the
father of an alumna and has
promised funds to Trinity for
the construction of this new
language facility.

Women's
Center
Under New
Leadership
Bv ANN O'CONNELL

News Writer

Russian Professor Katherine Lahti uses computers
provided by the Mellon Grant in her teaching.

KYRASKV1R

Umoja House Will
Open on January 31
continued from page one
suited from the meetings was a
request from Imani for renovations to the kitchen and bathroom, as well as the basement
and third floor of the house after the move w a s complete.
During the whole time, Imani

WORLD NEWS
Attackers SC3B1 Iraqi Diplomat, 7 Others In Jordan
A seriiorfraqidiplbrriatj his wife a n d six other Iratjfvic'tjrhs wert'sfabtieS to death by
unidentified attackers in an upscale residential area in the Jordanian capital of Amman,
officials from both countries said Sunday. Among the victims were Hikmat al-Hajou,
w h o is Deputy Chief of Mission of the Iraqi Embassy; his wife; and an Egyptian guard.
According t o officials, the attacks occurred at the h o m e of friends of al-Hajou's, w h o were
identified as Sami George and his brother Nemir Oji. Both were prominent Iraqi
businessmen. Jordanian officials are acting under the assumption that George and Oji
were the targets of the attack, which they think may have been related to unspecified
business dealings between the two and Iraqi officials. Iraqi opposition members in
Amman said al-Hajou, w h o had been serving in the capital for at least two years as charge
d'affaires, was known to be close to Baghdad's intelligence service.
The attack marks the second time this m o n t h that an Iraqi diplomat has been
targeted in Amman. On January 3, a g u n m a n fired on Rahim Taher, a commercial advisor
at the Iraqi embassy, as he was leaving his h o m e for work in Amman. The bullets h i t his
car, but Taher was unhurt.
CNN Interactive, January 18,1998

President Clinton Testifies In Paula Jones Case
President Clinton gave 4-5 hours of testimony Saturday in the Paula Jones sexual
harassment lawsuit. There was no immediate word on the substance of the President's
testimony, due to a gag order placed o n the case. A source familiar with Clinton's
preparation for the deposition said the President would n o t rule out having ever m e t
Jones at a Little Rock, Ark., hotel. The source said Clinton did not recall "anything about
her" and "barely remembered anything about the (May 1991) conference" at which the
two allegedly m e t and where Mrs. Jones says Clinton exposed himself and asked for oral
sex. Jones' attorneys were expected t o ask Clinton about other women he may have
subjected to unwanted sexual advances - either as Arkansas governor or as president.
Since filing her lawsuit in 1994,Jones has weathered intense scrutiny of both her
credibility and her image. She traveled to Washington with a Hollywood hairstylist, and
her press secretary asked photographers to make sure any shots of Jones (in her new dress)
included her husband as well.
Associated Press, January 17,1988

was assured that everything
would be finished by November
8th.
However, as meetings progressed, it became obvious to all
that the cost was far exceeding
original expectations. This
prompted school officials to alter the goal for completion to a
future date. However, they
could not specify as to exactly
when, which was not received
kindly by either Imani or
TCBWO. The groups had been
displaced without warning and
were now facing uncertainty as
to when they \vou\d have their
home back.
Late last semester the Trustees appropriated the necessary
funds to complete the movement and improvements to the
house. The house is now suitable to fulfill its purpose of serving as a "comfort zone" or as a
"unity building place" for
Trinity's black community, according to Elder.
The only things left are several minor renovations, to the
interior of the house that will
make it more "homey" before it
can be considered entirely complete. Elder hopes tha t students
outside of the black community
will take interest in the Umoja
House, as it is a part of the entire Trinity c o m m u n i t y and
strictly an entity for use by minority students.

Robin Spath has been a p pointed as the new Interim Director for the Trinity College
Women's Center, replacing
Diane Martell, who recently
took over as First-Year Program
coordinator. A Ph.D. candidate
at Brandeis University outside
Boston, Spath has been working
with the Boston District
Attorney's office on her dissertation about domestic violence,
sexual abuse and criminal child
abuse.
With twelve years of social
work behind her, Spath has acquired a plethora of experience.
She began in her work in domestic violence at age eighteen,
as a counselor at a Connecticut
Rape Crisis Center. She worked
there for five years, helping victims of sexual abuse recover.
Spath graduated from the
University of Connecticut
School of Social Work with a
major in Policy and Planning.
She then joined the Alumni Association Board of Directors on
which she was very active and
recently attained the position of
Vice President. She continued
on to Brandeis University
where she has been teaching in
the \Women's Studies department, .
•;.'.,"•
Spath is delighted to be able
to get away from the books and
get back to the people, saying, "it
brings me back to my first love
- working with students."
Now that she is at Trinity,
Spath is excited about her new
position and is considering applying for the permanent position of Women's Center
Director. Spath praised the programming done by Martell, particularly
the
Vagina
Monologues and the lecture by
Jackson Katz. She is enthusiastic about the agenda for the
spring semester, but added that
she would like to expand on it.
"Come on u p and visit," Spath
said, "And tell your male friends
to visit. The Women's Center
isn't just for women!"

Seniors Receive Krieble Scholarship

Networks Pay Billions For UFL Broadcasting Rights
The National Football League will collect over $17 billion during the next eight years
in television revenue through contracts signed with CBS, ABC, Fox a n d ESPN. CBS, w h i c h
was w i t h o u t football for the past four seasons, paid $4 billion for the AFC rights as well as
two Super Bowls. Fox will pay $4.4 billion to keep its current NFC package and three
Super Bowls The Walt Disney Company, which owns both ABC a n d ESPN, will pay $1.15
billion a year to ABC's Monday Night Football and ESPN's "Sunday Night NFL." ABC also
gets the rights to three Super Bowls and will move the starting time of Monday Night
Football 8:15 PMEST.
Despite falling ratings in both NFL telecasts and network broadcasting in general, the
NFL is seen by advertisers as a key method in reaching the crucial bracket of males aged
18-49 Losing the NFL can be a tremendous blow to a network, as seen when CBS lost the
rmhts in 1993 andsubsequently lost market share and key affiliates. NBC, which is
without NFL football for the first time in 33 years, is also faced with the loss of their hit
show "Seinfeld," and was forced to pay $13 million per episode to keep their number-one
shnw "PR "
ESPNSportszone, January14,1998

Nazumi Yamada '98 Ctront, left) and Sayura
Aoyagi '98 (front, center) were named the 1997
Krieble Scholarship Award Winners in a ceremony at
Loctite Corporation Headquarters.
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Serviced ByA Safe Shuttle? Think Again
The True Story Of Seven Strangers, Who Rode In A Shuttle, Expecting A Ride
allotment said, "He didn't drop
friends who shared with me off without me."
In reality, Mr. Shuttle Man has us off where we wanted to go,
their most recent trauma with
Features Editor
the shuttle. Apparently, the really just lied, and has abso- he dropped us off at Mather, and
other night when they got in the lutely no intention whatsoever when we said, 'oh, I was supYou pick up the phone. You shuttle, they overheard a call of being outside of your dorm in posed to be dropped at Austin
under a minute. In fact it will Arts Center,' the shuttle driver
are about to make that call that coming through.
will save you the fear of being
Now, they were picked up on probably take ten. That said, the said 'no, what you do is, get out
mugged or otherwise attacked, the north end of campus, and poor student is now standing here [at Mather] and walk down
and will possibly save you some headed up Vernon Street in the outside, probably thinking that the hill."'
time. You expect that you will
be serviced with what is supThat poor person in North is thinking, "Wow, f had better hurry
posed to be, well, good service:
up and get out there, or Mr. Shuttle Man is going to take off
a ride to the other side of camwithout me."
pus by our friendly shuttle drivers.
And when another passenger
Youdial those four little num- direction of Mather. Keep this the shuttle has left without him.
He is standing out in the cold, said, "oh, I was supposed to be
bers, 3-3-3-3, and wait patiently in mind.
The caller was from North. worried, wondering where in dropped at Funston," the driver
for the dispatcher to reveal the
number of minutes it is going to When asked how long the the heck that darned shuttle responded again with, "No, see I
have nowhere to turn around
take for this wonderful provider shuttle would be, the driver could be.
of assistance to pull up in front said, "Tell them to go right out."
But that's not all. Let's give down there, so what you do is
of your dorm. The dispatcher The shuttle proceeded to drive this particular driver the ben- get out here [at Mather] and
to Mather,
tells you: "Go r igh t ou t."
efit of the doubt, maybe he is walk to Funston."
Again, hello! What is the deal
Many of us have experienced
Hello! There is no way pos- having a bad night. But at least
this, but many of us also know sible that "Go right out" is an he can do us the favor of drop- with that? Are we mistaken in
that "Go right out" can either appropriate time. In the mean- ping us off where we request to thinking that we ought to get a
mean just that, or it can mean time, that poor person in North be dropped. Listen to this part. ride where we need to go? Isn't
somethingquitedifferent. Take is thinking, "Wow, I had better It's great.
that why the Campus "Safety"
this prime example.
hurry up and get out there or
The original shuttle riders Shuttle is provided?
I'm sure there are times when
1 was talking to a couple of Mr. Shuttle Man is going to take who overheard this false time
JULIANNA BOGDANSKI

Joke Of The Week

it is frustrating being a shuttle
driver. Times like when there
are all sorts of drunkards who
cannot walk across campus because they are physically incapacitated; times when you have
just received your twentieth call
in a row to pick up someone at
the Tap or the View and take
them to the totally other end of
Campus; times like when you
get rude students in general, can
all be rather irritating, I'm'sure.
But when a perfectly grateful
student calls for a lift, on or off
campus, is it so wrong to expect
a timely ride?
Maybe we "are not at that
point yet" in the development of
Trinity service, as is the excuse
for so many other things that
aren't quite actively functional
on our campus. It is equally disturbing.
Until then, be wary when the
dispatcher tells you to "Go right
out." And dress warmly; Mather
may unexpectedly become
your final destination a la Mr.
Shuttle Man.

Wvite Fov Features.

The Lord spoke to Noah and went out on strike. I had to ne- five years," Noah wailed.
said, "In 6 months I'm going to gotiate a settlement with the
The sky began to clear. The
make it rain until the whole National Labor Relations Board sun began to shine. A rainbow
earth is covered with water and before anyone Would pick up a arched across the sky. Noah
all the evil people are destroyed. saw or hammer. Now we have looked up and smiled. "You
Get A Backstage Press Pass FOP Spring Weekend
But I want to save a few good sixteen carpenters going on the mean you're not going to destroy
people, and two of every kind of boat, and still no owls. "Then I the earth?" Noah asked hopeliving thing on the planet. I am started gathering up animals, fully. "No," said the Lord sadly.
iC.ommaTwlviag'you to- ¥mL4-ax\ • -a.mdr.got sued.-fey aTv.faTvkraial .'The goverranemt already has." + •Ja^A&Jforatn
Ark." In a flash oflightning, He rights group. They objected to
delivered the specifications..
me taking only two of each
"Okay," said Noah, trembling kind. Just when I got the suit
with fearand fumbling with the dismissed, EPA notified me that
blueprints. "6-months, and it I couldn't complete the Ark
starts to rain," thundered the without filing an environmenLord. "You'd better have the Ark tal impact statement on your
completed, or learn to swim for proposed flood. They didn't take
b u s i n e ss
Open for
a very long time." Six months kindly to the idea that they had
passed, the skies clouded up and no jurisdiction over the conduct :
rain began to fall. The Lord saw of a Supreme Being. Then the
Noah sitting in his front yard, Army Corp of Engineers
weeping... And there was no wanted a map of the proposed
Ark. "Noah," shouted the Lord. new flood plain. I sent them a
globe. Right now, I'm still try"Where is the Ark?"
"Lord, please forgive me!" ing to resolve a complaint from
begged Noah. "I did my best But the Equal Employment Opporthere were big problems. First, 1 tunity Commission over how
had to get a building permit for many Croatians I'm supposed to
the Ark construction project, hire. The IRS has seized all my
and your plans didn't meet code. assets claiming I'm trying to
So I hired an engineer to redraw avoid paying taxes by leaving
the plans. Then I got into a big the country. And I just got a
fight over whether or not the notice from the state about owArk needed a fire sprinkler sys- ing them some kind of usage
tem. "Then my neighbor ob- tax. I really don't think I can finjected, claiming I was violating ish the Ark for at least another
zoning by building the Ark in
my front yard, so I had to get a
variance from the city planning.
commission. "Then I had problems getting enough wood for
I t ' s your brain.
the Ark, because there was a
Incredibly malleable.
ban on cutting trees to save the
Infinitely versatile.
Spotted Owl. I had to convince
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife that I
Awesomely inventive.
need the wood to save the Owls.'
At Andersen Consulting, we want to keep it that way. So we challenge it with a
But they wouldn't let me catch
Vic* J
stimulating variety of assignments. Develop it with an average of over 170 hours
any owls. So, no owls. The carof advanced training per year. Reward it with advancement. And support it with
penters formed a union and
the resources of 49,000 professionals serving clients in over 49 countries. At
Andersen Consulting, we always keep you in mind.
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Andersen Consulting is un
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FREE PR1HKS!
.
7 nights from S299!
I Includes RT air, hold, 24 hours of free
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l opportunity employer.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology, Physics,
and Other Natural Sciences Majors:

QEE: Council on Inlernalnnal
Educational Expunge

320 Elm Street
h New Haven
^
(203) 562-5335

Please join us for an Information Session regarding
Careers in Technology and Business Process Consulting
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Mather Hall - Alumni Lounge.
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Who's Your Daddy? Who's Your Daddy?
Trinity: Treated Like Kings If We Can Pull Some Strings
for everybody. Upperclassmen might time to read a lot of books.
have it a little bit easier because they
I can't think of one job that I couldn't
Features Columnist
know more about the professors and be- do simply by going to it every day and
cause they know what to expect, but in learning hands on. Don't get me wrong;
I don't think God wanted us to come the end we all find ourselves assuming I love college. 1 think it's the greatest
back to Hartford just yet. Encasing the the position. All of the problems, as I see thing since sliced bread. If I wasn't the
campus in an icy mold sends a pretty it, really boil down to money.
stereotypical Trinity student spending
clear message to me. I think the big man
On the one hand, the administration Daddy's money without a care in the
did it on purpose to watch his pious dis- and the faculty generally perceive the world, I would be pretty upset that my
ciples at Trinity fall on their butts two
nights in a row by dropping a rink on our
// / wasn't the stereotypical Trinity student spending
heads a day before two semi-formals.
He's got a pretty sick sense of humor, if
Daddy's money without a care in the world, 1 would
you ask me.
be pretty upset that my degree is only a piece of
There are other problems aside from
paper
that costs about $150,000.
the weather that accompany any
student's return from Winter Vacation.
Of course, the problems vary with each students as over-privileged brats spend- degree is only a piece of paper that costs
individual. For some, a new semester ing Daddy's money without a care in the about $150,000.
means filing for yet another student loan, world. Therefore, they feel justified in
Housing is always a problem around
for others it means going to the tanning treating us like the children that we are. th is time of the year. Students come back
salon to undergo that magical and not On the other hand, students think that from their shopping sprees in Europe
so believable transformation from white they deserve everything they want and get livid when they realize they forquickly and efficiently because they've got to get a room for the Spring semester.
to orange.
Yes, it's true that our campus is filled heard their parents complain about how Hudson Street is far too much reality for
with different people with different much they're paying for college. The re- most Trinity students. From what I have
problems, but there is a lot of crap that sult nobody's happy. Everybody's upset. heard the students with the most "pull"
always seem to get things "squared away."
we all put up with just by being students And it's too damn cold for any of it
at Trinity.
A week before school starts, Joe Blow
Coming back from Christmas Break
Registering for classes is a pain always causes me to question my mo- Jr. is living with eighteen people in a one
whether you are freshman or a senior. tives for being in college at all. I think room double on Hudson Street. The first
The school does not discriminate along about how college really doesn't serve a day of school Joe Blow Jr. is living in a
these lines. They want to make life hard practical purpose beyond giving me quad in New New Dorm by himself with
BY CHRISTOPHER SANBORN

a private kitchen and bathroom. The
second week of school, Dobelle announces the ground breaking ceremony
for the Joe Blow Sr. Football Stadium.
This kind of thing is fine in my book.
Schools depend on fat cat contributors
to stay afloat. But a little more honesty
would be very much appreciated. Joe
Blow Jr. claims he merely "lucked out,"
but he might as well take a leak on my
head and tell me its raining.
Money is the name of the game at Trinity and just about everywhere else that I
can think of in the free world. It's a
double-edged sword. Money has built a
beautiful campus for us all to enjoy. But
I think that money is at the heart of most
of the problems that we, as students, collectively face.
The weirdest thing about the whole
situation is that none of this money belongs to us. Unless you have managed to
make a serious amount of cash before
turning twenty, chances are that the
money you give to the school either belongs to your parents or to the bank.
But don't worry, our day will come. It
comes the day after you graduate when
the schools asks you how much you want
to contribute to the annual fund. Oh
well. With a $150,000 degree in American Studies, I'll probably be tearing tickets at Joe Blow Sr. Football Stadium.

Sister Hmvenglass* Tarot Carb Readings
Let Sister Kavenglass take you into t\)e New Year witl) astrological expectations.
GENERAL READING: o\) my so dfiiy discijjfes, Wasted witfj ice anb cursed witl? unent^Rsiflstic snow, t(?is week Sister RafettgUss is E)a(ancing ail
reddfH0^"a<pwst;t-^-TfeM'^
of Cups [friendly love), and ti?e High Priestess, laby of bounty, peeper of t(?e sacred sexy
pomegranate. T^is wee^, euer^one on tl^is frigid campus needs to induce m a little affectionate nookie.
5C0Rri0

' TAURUS

OCT25-NOV21
What happens when Donjuan decides
to spend an evening inside playingplatonic scrabble with Madame Jezebel?
Together they spell out words like lascivious, concupiscence and prurient,
yet neither has the energy to find the
other desirable. This week, the Knight
of Cups (romance) is coupled with the •
Four of Cups (apathy). Romance is
something you're going to find intensely interesting, but only in the abstract.

Despite all rumors to the contrary, this
is a great week to be an Aquarius! The
Three of Rods (creative synthesis and
artistic realization) is balanced against
Judgment (ending cycles and rewards).
This week, your unconscious and conscious will flow together in a great
karmic creative harmony. Don't waste
this opportunity on doing your calculus homework or smoking Camels at
the Underground, I beg you! You must
do something interesting and deep.

Most all of us have friends who are a
little bit fruity and flighty. I see such a
person in your life—someone you like
but for whom you have very little respect. Don't underestimate the wisdom that comes from the mouths of
babes this week, Taurus. The words of
the Fool are going to give you great insight (the Page of Rods) into a very
weighty problem you haven't spoken to
anyone about.

SAGITTARIUS.,

FlSCES

NOV22-DHC2I

rE.5 1?~MAR2O

GE.M1NI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

I had a dream about you last night, Sag.
You were on stage, reading aloud from
your prizewinning essay, when all of
the sudden your words froze up and
you became silent. Fortunately, a
magical ventriloquist was passing by
and threw some spare voice your way.
And then there was nothing but applause. This week, be on the lookout
for some unexpected assistance (the
Six of Cups) in speaking your own
truth assertively and honestly (the
Knight of Swords).

Temptation beguiles thescholar in you
this week. That conscientious, hardworking, line-toeing person inside of
you (the Page of Pentacles) is demanding that you dance, debauch, and get
overly kinky this week. On the other
hand, that Pan-like reveler who also
sleeps in your soul, the one who loves
the down and funky (the Three of
Cups Reversed), is sternly cautioning
you to take notes and do all your reading on time, Intellectualism beckons
to Dionysus this week.

CAPRICORN
PE.C22-JAN \9
For you, Capricorn, I have an unsavory
card combination that's come up a few
times before: the Ten of Pentacles
(comfortable home) crossed with the
Eight of Swords (intense anxiety). If
you are unhappy and in conflict, it
might be very valuable to sit down and
sort out your goals and priorities for the
next five years. Make a list. Write everything down, even the crazy, impossible, and embarrassingly unutterable.
I promise you'll feel better.

LEO
JUL25-AUG22

ArR 20 - MAY 2O

Like many other readers this week,
Gemini, you are stuck in a natural
paradox. How do you reconcile your
desire to be a meaningful player on the
stage of the world (the King of Swords)
while gaining some much needed rest
and recuperation (the Four of Swords)?
Take your homework to parties? Hold
a toga party at MCEC? Only you can
decide.

ARIES

CANCER

MAR21 -APR I?

JUN2I -JUL22

When sunshine and laughter knock at
your door this week, I see you, Aries,
opening the door with the security
latch on and grimly asking for the
proper credentials. Here, your cautious
nature (the Nine of Rods) is going a
little bit overboard in suspecting the
motives of happiness and joy (the Sun).
While Joy, like any other being, does
indeed have ulterior motives, it's usually very impolite to question them.

What if Romeo and Juliet had looked
at each other across the crowded dance
floor and shrugged? What if Cathy
had decided she didn't like Heathcliff's
tubby tummy? What if Marc Antony
had been turned off by Cleopatra's leg
hair? What if all Cancers decided not
to get involved with their star-crossed
lovers because they just couldn't deal
with passion on a Tuesday afternoon?
The answer: a pair of stillborn souls,
the Lovers crossed with the Hanged
Man.

Leo's in a quandary again. Why
shouldn't you be? This week, the Ace
of Swords, harbinger of new intellectual enterprises, is buried deep in an
iron anvil, broken and unmade before
it even gets rusty, by the Death card.
While it truly and deeply sucks that
such a great new start gets cut off before it truly begins, try not to get stymied in self-pity. Life goes on and your
mind still works. There will be other
opportunities.

VIRGO
; ALIG2}-SEJT22
Virgo, this week you're going to meet
up with one of the most interesting
people you know. This person, embodied in the Magician, is a river of deep
creative power and spiritual mastery,
He/she understand the ins and outs of
his/her own existence and love to
share his/her stories with you. But you
feel a little unstable (the Four of Rods
reversed). The problem is not that
you're boring or unworthy. The problem is that you secretly believe you are
less than the Magician, and it's putting
strain on the relationship.

srh
J^

LlBRA

£-h

SE.FT2?-OCT'2i J ^

Libra, you're a little bit off kilter this
week. I've seen you rolling around naked in the snow at midnight and then
primly lecture your roommate at nine
the next morning on the healthful benefits of stringent dieting. Logic and
order, represented by the Emperor, are
coupled against the card of Mysterydeep, impenetrable instinct, If I see
you talking to those invisible people as
I pass you on the Long Walk, I'll just
nod my head and know you for a Libra.

ft^ 7UR£S
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Sex, Lies, and Resumes Drinking With El-Nino
Have Experience Or Just Fake It

BY TRICIA BAIATICO
** Features Writer

Yeah, I'll admit that all but one of my
work experiences have been as a hostess
or a waitress, and it might seem that the
internship recruiter at So-and-So's AdOne of the most important things a vertising Firm won't be impressed by
student can learn to do is write a resume. your summer jobs at the beach, but beThis may seem like an advertisement for lieve you me, there is a way to make it all
the Career Counseling Office, and I guess seem relevant to any position you may
in a way it is. There is definitely a right be applying for.
and a wrong way to write a resume. I
Here's an example: I was a hostess for
learned only one hour before a deadline six months at Bennigans during myjunthat 1 didn't know the right way.
ior year in high school, so I mentioned
For most Trinity students the last day that I was one of the head hostesses (in
of classes of the Fall semester was a day my mind I was the only one with more
to celebrate, but mine was incredibly than half a brain cell, so sure, that makes
hectic. At the last minute 1 decided 1 me the head honcho). I assisted with
would apply for a Spring internship.
f ront-of-the-house organization, (I made
Resumes and cover letters were due by sure there were matches in the bucket
B Y JENNIFER GERARD
Features Columnist

advisories, major roads and businesses
closed down, but we still fought our way
down to the Tap. And I know more than
a few who made it late night, but didn't
quite make their 10:00 class Friday
morning, hoping that the roads were just
too risky for their professors to commute.
What does this say about our priorities?
Is it possible that this is the Trinity The
Princeton Review saw when they ranked
us the #5 party school in the country? It
seems so pathetic that while most of
Hartford remained safely and warmly
tucked away in their homes, we spent our
evening shivering and waiting in line
with an empty cup in hand, hoping the
keg hadn't been tapped.
However, in trying to be optimistic, I'm
convinced there must be some other reason that we all go through this, besides
the desperate attempt to put off the first
reading assignment in Gulliver's Travels
or the even more desperate attempt to
find the first hook up of the semester.
We're not out to simply annihilate ourselves at the bar. We're there to find out
how someone's semester was in Ireland
or how things went with the ex-boyfriend over break.
So, come Friday morning while we sit
in class, it might seem more advantageous to have read those few chapters,
but we know in the long run we won't
regret having caught up with an old
friend over a beer the night before. By no
means is this an advocation for bagging
all of your work and heading to the View,
but as that cheesy line goes which you've
no doubt read in The Princeton Review
or have possibly heard a tourguide spout
off, "Trinity students work hard and play
hard."
So while that friend in Florida who is
still tanned and who hasn't seen the
; , | p 4 x Q P r j 7 g a y
think the whole scenario is pitiful, you
should still feel triumphant in overcoming possible numbness and occasional
wipe-out to make it to late night; because
after all there was much more than beer
that drew us there—right?

When last Thursday night's ice storm
hit, it seemed Trinity students had finally encountered defeat in their neverending quest for alcohol. Although they
had triumphed over obstacles like the no
drinking in freshman dorms policy or
even Marty's recent cry of "Two forms of
ID please.", it looked as though the ice
covered paths would keep even the most
daring at home. But despite the weather
man's warnings, many Trinity students
could be seen sliding along the paths.
True, a few can claim they were headed
to the library or MCEC, but most of us
must admit we risked life and limb to
reach that coveted destination of late
night (at the Hall.)
When you relate the story of your triumph to a friend who is fortunate
Don't be fooled by equality in employment, it just
enough to go to college in a tropical clidoesn't exist. You could have years of experience in
mate, it may seem as though braving a
newspaper editing, but the boss' best friend's daughter
little winter storm for a beer is no big
deal, but then again they'll never know
will surely be hired before you.
the pains i t took to get down the hill from
the Bistro to the Lower Long Walk. And
4:00; it was 2:00 when ] started. I had a and plenty of crayons for the kids) and I I'm sure I'm not alone in thanking whorough draft, one which my father put also assisted with the scheduling (I told ever parked their blue Volvo station
together, and when I met with one of the them when I would work.)
wagon at the cross walk in front of the
counselors I discovered just how rough
So as you can see, there is a way to get Party Barn, since it was the only barrier
it was. I was told tostart over,
out of lying, per se, without sounding too that kept me from falling face first onto
I sprinted back up to fourth floor of bottom-of-tne-ladder.
Vernon Street. Even the seemingly wise
Northam Towers (not an easy feat), and
My best advice to anyone working on advice of "Walk on the grass, it's
ignored all of the celebratory music their resume: sign up for all of that stuff
crunchy", meant nothing by 11:00 pm.
blasting from every room on the Long you thought was so dorky in high school.
Despite all these obstacles people were
Walk. My Fall semester wasn't quite fin- Do anything, just something to add exskating,
stumbling, sledding, and in the
ished yet.
perience to your resume.
case of one sad report- crawling, just to
Everyone is tempted to lie on their reSo maybe it's not the best motivation make it out. So, although we might have
sume, but that is wrong. So I didn't lie, to sign up for a club, but you know what, retreated at first by trading in our boot
exactly. Okay, okay, I did embellish. So they don't know why you signed up for cut pants and stacked heeled loafers for
maybe my role at the investment bank the Debate Club or why you were the long underwear and hiking boots, we
wasn't crucial to their business, maybe treasurer of the Chess Club. All you have
d
4
'm-f yf afS onftie*h<3hotYoW-*ereittMgtt
Fora brief moment this victory seems
school, but those aren't lies, right? I name of getting there.
impressive, until that same friend from
busted out one hell of a resume in twenty
Speaking of getting there, nowadays the University of Miami points out that
minutes, and, not to toot my own horn, your best route to a good internship or
the lengths we'll go to for a drink on this
my counselor was impressed with my career is connections. Yeah, I got a job at
campus is simply, well, sad. After all,
speedy work.
an investment bank in London last sum- television stations issued winter weather
At this point there were only minor mer, but who got the job for me? Daddy.
changes to be made. To make a long And that's pretty big for me to admit;
story short, 1 made the deadline, but 1 some might think it's embarrassing to
haven't heard about the internship yet.
say their parents got them a job, but a
However, this is somewhat of an job's a job. And this one really shines on
anomaly for the majority of resume writ- my resume!
ers. At Trinity we are lucky enough to
No matter how good a resume the guy
have the Career Counseling Office, but being interviewed before you has, nothothers aren't so fortunate. I know that ing compares to the employer being your
many of my friends from home have uncle's college roommate. That's the real
very embellished resumes. Maybe I'm a reason we all get jobs.
wimp, but 1 would be paranoid of being
10. Tuff Daddy, Pearl Jam, and (insert favorite famous
Don't be fooled by equality in employcaught in a huge lie.
ment, it just doesn't exist. You could have
"band here) are all real possibilities for Spring Weekend."
Let's be serious, there is just no way years of experience in newspaper editthat anyone our age has held a high po- ing, but the boss'test friend's daughter
9. "Like, honestly, I don't think there is any difference
sition in any major corporation. Maybe will surely be hired before you.
• in an ice cream store, but not a law of1 guess what I am trying to say is: don't
whatsoever between wearing my stack-heel boots or my
fice. And lying about your honors and lie, embellish, but even that won't get the
hiking
boots on the ice from the latest storm."
awards will get you nowhere, you only
look more stupid than you really are.
So the next time you go home, do some
'And don't even think about lying about serious brown-nosing to your parents'
8. "SGA employs members of good social and academic
fluency in a second language - that's a friends. There's nothing like a little
standing."
one way ticket to no-jobsville.
schmoozing to land a job.

Top Ten Things Overheard Since
We've Been Back From Winter Break

7. "The Psi-U house is going to look so much better after
this renovation."
FlU. OUT THIS FORM hW> t>RO? IT IH

Box

6. "Marty, let me in."
5. "DJ Big Tone is great He plays great music and loves
to let students help him out on stage."
4. "Really, the Broncos aren't going to bite it this time."
3. "Hey, look at all of our new furniture," said those wily ,
members of a certain Brotherhood, having just given the
Umoja House an untimely housewarming surprise.
2. "Oh, you were abroad last semester?"
1. "Open parking season at Mather!"
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Would You Buy A Soundtrack To Your Life?
"Everything Is Better When It Happens To Music. 3t
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor

We have all seen many movies in. our
time. And along that line, we all have
purchased at least one soundtrack from
a movie. How many of you own the
soundtrack to Pulp Fiction! Soundtracks
contain all of the songs that contain all
the right songs that came on at the right
time in a movie to make the scenes that
much better. Now how many of you
would like a soundtrack to your life? A
collection of songs that occur at the right
moments, as well as some instrumental
theme like the one from St. Elmos' Fire
when words are not needed.
Let me explain this a bit further. You
work up the courage to talk to that hot
guy you've been giggling over at a party
one night. The next day you find out
from a friend that you may have said a
few really stupid things in your drunken
stupor, and you're embarrassed. On the
soundtrack to your life, Beck would be
busting out the lyrics "I'm a loser, baby,
so why don't you kill me" as you wish
you could hide under a rock. ,
You get a bad grade on a test in your
Physics class which requires'you to study
. your cute little butt off for the next exam.
You get it back with a beautiful B+ written on it.
All of a sudden
Chumbawumba starts jamming "I get
knocked down, but I get up again. You're
never gonna keep me down" as you
pound a few celebratory cans of Meister
Brau.
That worthless waste of space you call
"the ex" walks by you and instead of getting sad about your loss, Bon Jovi plays
in the background. The King Of Bilter
and you're to blame. You give love a bad
name," You can't be sad anymore because
the soundtrack of your life says that this
is an empowering, as well as an enlightening moment for you.
It's graduation day. You're in your cap
and gown clinging onto your diploma
with tears threatening to spill. You look
around at your fellow students, all smiling and crying at the same time. Just as
you struggle to sum up your emotions,
your soundtrack comes to the rescue

with a memory borrowed from Dirty
Dancing "I've had the time of my life. No,
I never felt this way before. Yes, I swear.
It's the truth. And I owe it all to you."
Songs say the words that we can't always say or think by ourselves. So maybe
when you're driving with that certain
someone who could be special after a
dinner and movie date (yes, believe it or
not, dates do exist—or so I've heard), you
can turn on Kiss 95.7 and Hansen will
be playing. The soulful, and yet eloquent
lyrics of "Where's the love? It makes the

power with your words "Go on now g o walk out the door, just turn around now,
because you're not welcome anymore."
We all know what she says next. And if
it's on your soundtrack, maybe that boy
could listen to it and know that at that
very moment—he really didn't stand a
chance at all.
Now I'm not saying that Leann
Rhimes would necessarily fit in many
people's lives right now, and maybe not
Celine Dion's love song for Titanic. But
maybe when we're day dreaming about

"Oooh, baby I love your way. Everyday."

WWW.GEOQT1ES.COM

world go round and round and round" the romantic lives we may lead after we
will inspire you to take your relationship graduate, these songs may drift in and
to the next level. Or maybe it'll be Jimmy out. Somehow.
How much more fun would your
Buffet's "Why don't we just get drunk
and screw", which could very well do the • pass/fail class be if you could hear the
same thing.
beat of AC/DC in the background fadWhere the song "Girls" by the Beastie ing out the lectures that you really don't
Boys would fir as a descriptive back- care for'' Or it you could fall asleep to the
"* tunesof U2 playing in your head? Think
sure their "Fight For Your Righ t To Party"' about the possibilities. You wake up unwould be playing on a frat brother's willing to start another day of classes.
soundtrack when Late Nights were offi- You no longer have to go to them because
cially banned.
on your soundtrack, Madonna's "Holi1 can't begin to explain the power of day" plays telling you that "It's time for
Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive" which the good times, forget about the bad
has become the motto song for girls all times, one day to come together/to reover the world. You've finished mooning lease the pressure, we need a holiday."
over that boy that really did a number You have no choice and it's no longer
on your heart, just as he tries to get back your fault. It's fate.
in your life. Then, when you're about to
You're at The View with two forms of
give in, Gloria speaks to your hidden identification (of course), and that boy

Office ofthe Dean ofSpecial Programs

SKIDMORE
Summer Session in
Florence-, Italy'
atSACI
Studio Art Centers International

Studio Art, Art History
and Italian Language
May 13 - June 22,1998
For information contact:
The Office of the Dean of Special Programs
Skidmore College, 815 North Broadway
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
518-580-5590
http://www.skidmore.edu/administration/osp

who's been after you throws a couple of
quarters into the juke box. ABBA blares
with the lyrics "If you change your mind,
I'll be first in line, Honey I'm still free,
Take a chance on me." Sure, it may be
pathetic and desperate, but flattering
nonetheless. And ABBA is always a welcome addition to any soundtrack, especially one on your life.
How many of you would like to hear
the theme song to Mission; Impossible
when you're trying to get into a semi-formal Party Barn party without paying?
Here's one last example of how a
soundtrack to your life would enhance
your time here on campus. What better
way to demonstrate the size of campus,
and how close we all truly are, than with
a song?
Your roommate starts becoming interested in a girl you dated your freshman
year. You don't really know how to convey this breach of the roommate rule, but
you don't have to because The Cars sum
things up with the lyrics "My best
friend's girl friend, but she used to be
mine." This song could be the title song
for many people's soundtracks. You don't
need to say the words, they're being said
for you.
What better way is there to reminisce
on the earlier years of your life, but to listen to the appropriate volume of your
soundtrack? Your first juvenile crushes
spent on many songs sang by The New
Kids On The Block. Oh, Joey Mclntyre
where are you now?
Maybe instead of "Jingle Bells" lyrics
playing on Christmas when you were in
the sixth grade, you can remember the
year when "Danny D, are you ready?
Ready as I'll ever be. Steady. You know
Joey joe is ready Jordon and Jon, yeah
come on, We've got a Funky, Funky
Christmas going on" played in your head.
It did in mine.
: Maybe it's not a feasible or possible
option for the music lovers like me to
have. But there is something to say about
hearing the trials of your life played back
in lyrics and lines. Maybe we all have
soundtracks of our lives that will only
exist in our heads. But I know I won't be
the only one humming along to Bruce
Springsteen's "Glory Days" on my way
back to my ten year reunion.

frWi^frTfewiWf *
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Winter Musicals Heat it up in Garmany Hall
Celebration, Trouble in Tahiti, A Night in the Ukraine, and Assasins are Hits!

A Hilarious Celebration Tahiti & Ukraine form Interesting Mix
BY BETH GILLIGAN

Arts Editor

The January Festival of Musicals in an Intimate Space began on Thursday night with a
presentation of Celebration, a
contemporary fable. The story
focuses on a idealistic young Orphan, played by Devin
Goodman '01, and his romance
with a brassy, ambitious
showgirl (Suzanne Farrell '99).
The orphan is accompanied on
his journeys by the show's mysterious narrator, Potemkin
(Amy Williams '00), and a
group of Revelers. Although the
show gets off toa relatively slow
start, it immediately picks up
energy upon the entrance of
Edgar Allan Rich, a self-absorbed millionaire played hilariously by Javier Chacin '99.
- The musical begins as the bewildered Orphan finds himself
lost in the middle of an unnamed city, surrounded by
thugs and prostitutes. When he
meets up with Potemkin, he
tells her of his desire to regain
the garden near his former orphanage, the property of which
has since been confiscated by
to try to convince him to give
back the garden. They arrive in
the midst of a party, where they
meet singers Angel and her
back-up group, the Devil Girls.
Soon Rich enters, wheezing,
jaded, and in a wheelchair; The
opposite of the Orphan, Rich is
cynical and unfeeling. However,
he is touched by the young
Orphan's heartfelt songs about
his garden, and, for the first time
in thirty years, begins to cry.
Shocked and delighted to fi-

nally be able to feel, Rich commands the Orphan and Angel
to perform a love song, during
the course of which the two
men both fall in love with Angel. Although Angel is drawn to
the Orphan, she runs off with
Rich for financial reasons.
At the beginning of the second act, the Orphan has become
more cynical and Rich more
vigorous. Throughout Act II,
Angel finds herself torn between the two men. Celebration
originally premiered in New
York in 1969, and the storyline
of the second act in many ways
reflects the time period.
Potemkin sings about the destruction of the environment,
machinery, and her atheism in
a song entitled "Not My Problem." The two men Angel is
forced to choose between represent the older, wealthier establishment [Rich] versus the
younger, socially and environmentally conscious counterculture [Orphan], Angel's ultimate
choice, to follow her heart and
run off with the penniless Orphan, reflects the values of the
young generation during this
time period.
VLthpueh the plot of Celebra-

Bv DEVIN GOODMAN
& VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Arts Writer & Arts Editor
While Assassins &nd Celebra-

tion were each a piece in and of
themselves, Trouble in Tahiti

and A Night in the Ukraine
were combined as an unlikely'
double-bill. Although they
were emotional opposites, the
two shows balanced each other
perfectly. Tahiti deals with the
touching story of a couple who
have fallen out of love, while
Ukraine is a lighthearted
"parody of Anton Chekov starring the Marx Brothers.
An operetta with only 8 lines
of dialogue, Tahiti, Leonard
Bernstein's first foray in to musical theater highlights the imperfections of married life and
the little white lies people tell to
avoid dealing with their problems. The show leads the audience into the lives and personal
conflicts of its characters and
their often flawed attempts at
resolving these problems. Despite a poorly connected score,
Matthew Morse '98 and Elizabeth Rohfritch '99 gave sensitive and captivating per-

formances as Sam and Dinah.
Although most of the show is
presented as if through a window, both leads make contact
with the audience through their
heartfelt solo pieces.
Supporting Sam and Dinah
was a trio of singer-narrators
who helped to set the scene and
smooth the show into a continuous drama. Jennifer Noakes
'01, James Valerio '00, and Timothy O'Brien '01 obviously put a
great deal of effort into their rehearsal time and performed
complex harmonies with expertise. The trio also doubled in
non-speaking minor roles such
as that of Sam's secretary and
Dinah's therapist.
One first view, the musical itself may come across as somewhat boring and un-engaging.
However, it gains depth and
meaning when seen more than
once. The intense frustration of
two people trapped in an unhappy relationship with little
choice other than to simply tolerate each other until death is a
powerful and troubling message sincerely presented by this
talented cast.
Originally paired with an-

meets girl, boy loses girl, boy
wins girl back), the talent and
energy of the performers makes
up for this. Some of the singers
needed to project a bit more, but
all had very strong voices, especially Devin Goodman and
Amy Williams. Javier Chacin
all but steals most of the scenes
he's in, but the other actors were
able to more or less hold their
own. Overall, the show proved
to be a highly entertaining way
to kick off the winter musicals.

Elizabeth Rohfritch, Matthew Morse, and Jennifer
Noakes prepare for their final performance.

ALEX CUKOR

other piece entitled A Day in
Hollywood, A Night in the
Ukraine stands up well on its
own. The script is incredibly
funny and replete with exaggerated characters and slapstick
humor. Nathaniel Zeitz'00 gave
a rousing and inspired performance outside of his usual
genre as Serge B. Samovar
(Groucho), a semi-corrupt Russian lawyer. He arrives at the
household of the recently widowed - and very plump - Mrs.
Pavlenko (Elizabeth Rohfritch)
to claim money owed.him by
her late husband. With him he
brings his coachman Constantine (James Valerio), a frustrated playwright who falls dramatically in love with Nina
(Michelle Kennedy "99, Mrs.
Pavlenko's starry-eyed daughter.
The cast is rounded out by the
comedic talents of Ernesto
Anguilla '99 as her Italian footman Carlo (Harpo) and Justin
Ball '01 as the gardener Gino
(Chico).
Zeitz, Anguilla, and Ball pull
the audience into the performance (literally in one case) by
their constant movement
among and around the seats.
With tremendous energy and
enthusiasm they'earry the
show through a plethora of terrible jokes and one-liners.
Rohfritch, assisted by the massive amounts of padding required to bulk her up for the
role, is perfect in her role as the
haughty, overdone, easily
shocked mistress of the house
and butt of many of Serge's
jokes. Valerio and Kennedy provide a wonderful distraction
from the main plotline with
their melodramatic roles as the
young lovers. Overall, the combination and performances of
the two shows resulted in a delightful emotional and topical
contrast, leaving the audience
in a good mood, but with something to think about.

Assassins Knocks 'Em Dead!
BY SARA MERIN

Managing Editor

After their final performance, the cast celebrates.

A U XPECK

Trinity musical theater has
done it again! Written by
Stephen Sondheim and John
Weidman, Assassins was a show
so well-performed and enjoyable that it was forced to add an
encore performance on Sunday
night. Chronicling the motivations behind each of the failed
and successful Presidential assassination attempts throughout U.S. history, this show
provided unique insights into
the lives of the killers. The fullcast opening number lacked energy, possibly due to the short
break of approximately fifteen
minutes between performances, yet the show quickly
gained momentum and held it
for the rest of the evening.
The cast of Assassins was
phenomenal. Although the

assassins take a final bow.

musical itself did not follow a
chronological pattern, Nathaniel Zeitz '00 and Ernesto
Anguilla '99 acted the roles of
immigrant laborers, easily

something that could be over
the top, in an extremely realistic manner. Zeitz played Leon
Czolgosz, a poor worker in a
see KILLERS on page 13
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Boogie Nights on the Edge
Film gives inside look at Porn Industry

ARTS

Titanic is Movie of the Year
Rose doesn't love Cal, but her
icy, social-climbing mother
Arts Editor
(Frances Fisher) has pressured
her into marrying him for fiThroughout the past year, nancial reasons. Feeling imposJames Cameron's epic movie Ti- sibly stifled, Rose decides to
tanic had been plagued with commit suicide by jumping off
rumors of production delays, the Titanic. As she stands on
troubles on the set, and soaring the deck about to jump, she is
costs (at $200 million it ranks suddenly accosted byjack, who
as the most expensive movie gently talks her out of it. Thus
ever made). For a while, it begins their unlikely romance,
looked as if it would have more which is soon put to the test
in common with Waterworld when the Titanic begins tosink.
than with Gone With the Wind.
Although their relationship
However, when the
movie was finally released on December
19, it went from, being a big-budget disaster to a must-see
blockbuster. What
Cameron's previous
detractors had seemingly overlooked was
that the final product was a fully absorbing, thrilling,
larger-than-life film.
BY
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Burt Reynolds and Mark Wahlberg.
BY

PHILIPPE BLANCATO

Arts Writer

Boogie Nights is what you get
when you mix a failed hip hop
artist, a prosthetic sex organ,
and the former star of Smokey
and The Bandit. The combination is surprisingly good. Coming a year after People vs. Larry
Flint, the film continues to fill
America's new lust for porn historiographies, luring its audiences in with the promise of
seeing thirteen inches of plastic
glued somewhere below Mr.
Wahlberg's abdomen.
Wahlberg, aka. Marky Mark,
plays our hero, Eddie Adams, a
lower middle class night club
dishwasher. A high school dropout, he earns extra money by
letting people watch him masturbate, until, one fateful eve, he
meets a porn, producer, played
^BWt'ReynoWs, who sees dollar signs when he looks at the

camaraderie and love amongst
his "co-workers."
His motley crew of fellow
porn stars consist of a dropout
roller skating valley girl named
"Rollergirl;" Amber, a spent
mother of two, and Brock, a seasoned, older porn "stud." While
there are sad moments in the
film, such as Rollergirl leaving
high-school after being harassed by classmates who have
seen her films, the most striking
and shocking part is the deadpan, shop-talk, mechanical way
in which the stars discuss having sex.
Drugs unfortunately cause
Dirk's film career to go flaccid
and force him to pursue other
career options. He first tries rock
singing, then dealing cocaine,
and eventually returns to masturbating for the curious along
the Sunset Strip.
Beyond mere content, the
film is politically interesting in
that Hollywood has acknowl-
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the past. Winslet, terrific in
Hamlet and Sense & Sensibility, turns in another great performance as the spoiled but
sweet Rose. She deftly conveys
Rose's inner turmoil as well as
her strength and determination.
The first-rate supporting cast
includes Kathy Bates (as reallife passenger Molly Brown),
Victor Garber, Billy Zane, and
Gloria Stuart.
Titanic offers both action
and romance. At the core of the
story is the touching relationship that evolves between Jack and Rose,
but Cameron does not
omit the human
drama involved in the
ship's sinking. Some
of the most unforgettable moments in Titanic take place when
Cameron focuses the
camera on the individual faces of some
of the first and thirdclass passengers. The
image of an Irishwoman telling a bedtime story to her two
unknowing children
as the flood waters
rise is not easily
forgotten, nor is
Cameron's overhead
shot of the frozen
bodies floating in the
Atlantic.

With meticulous
attention to detail,
Cameron' has recreated the doomed
ship and its many
passengers. The
main plot of Titanic
centers around two
star-crossed, lovers,
Philadelphia highsociety girl Rose
deWitt
Bukater
The human tragW W W.TITANICMOVI ECOM
(Kate Winslet) and Leonardo diCaprio and Kate Winslet in Titanic.
edy of the Titanic is
carefree artist Jack
present throughout
Dawson (Leonardo diCaprio) at times veers toward melo- the movie. Even the most hardened cynics may find a\ump in
p
ashback by the now 100 year- have enough on-screen chemis- their throatduring some of the
back to the producer's house, coin-op booths, is rfTdvTHg oi
'dld Rose, played by screen vet- try and talent to make it work. final, heart-wrenching scenes.
where he is transformed into the big screen and into the mam eran Gloria Stuart. Cameron In the past, Leonardo diCaprio Unlike so many of today's movDirk Diggler, porn star. Dirk stream.
spends the first half of the film has shown impressive range ies (e.g. Twister, Tomorrow Never
shows talent not only at proMovies likeBoogieNightsand establishing the romance be^- and ability, despite the fact that Dies), Titanic uses its special
ducing good porn scenes but The People vs. Larry Flint, are tween first-class passenger he has shown a predilection to- effects to enhance rather than
designing his own film series not themselves pornos, but ride Rose, who is travelling with her wards playing screen misfits. In serve as the plot. It is an epic the
with an action/movie/karate a thin line that is socially ac- snobby fiancee Cal Huxley Titanic, however, he finally, likes of which this generation
style plot in which he can act, ceptable enough to allow (Billy Zane), and third-class showcases his ability to play a has never experienced. Ultias opposed to merely having "mainstream America" to sati- passenger Jack. Although Rose conventional on-screen charac- mately, what was once an oversex. His movies transform the ate their curiosity and accept- appears to bequite wealthy, her ter, which at times can be just as budget catastrophe has turned
industry and earn big money. In ably deal with a normally taboo father's death has left the fam- challenging as the less tradi- out to be the movie event of the
addition, Dirk finds acceptance; subject matter.
ily deep in debt.
tional roles he has conquered in year.

Killers United!
con tin uedfrom page 12
bottle factory who sings about
the grievances which lead him
to assassinate
William
McKinley in 1901. Anguilla's
character, Giuseppe Zangara,
attempted to assassinate President-elect
Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 1933, an act about
which he sings passionately,
accompanied by a supporting
cast of bystanders.
Also-excellent were Michael
Burke '00 as John Hinckley, a
. sniveling and spineless young
man who tried to shoot Ronald
Reagan to prove his love to Jodie
Foster, and Jennifer Noakes '01
as Lynette "Squeaky" Fromme, a
rather misguided teenager obsessed with Charlie Manson.
The two sing a disturbing yet
touching duet, '"Unworthy of
-Your Love," to their respective
idols.
Noakes also establishes an
unforgettable and hysterical
banter with divorced and
discombobulated housewife
Sara Jane Moore (Amy Williams '00). Despite the fact that
in true history the two never
met, Sondheim introduces the
characters and allows them to
attempt a failed assassination of
Gerald Ford together. Harry

Dobelle has an amusing and
well-done cameo in this scene
as Moore's son Billy.
Christopher McCullough '98,
who played Samuel Byck, was
one of the three main characters
without a solo. Dressed in a
somewhat ragged Santa suit, he
performed two monologues in
the form of taped letters to
Leonard Bernstein and Richard
Nixon, whom he planned to kill
by hijacking a commercial 747
and crashing it into the White
House. McCullough successfully portrays him as a pathetic,
hopeless individual who has hit
rock bottom.
In a creative twist, the final
scene presents a new theory of
the assassination of John
Kennedy. In this version,
Oswald (Christopher Byers '98)
is pressured into assassinating
the president by all of the other
assassins, primarily Booth. After Oswald kills Kennedy, the
company concludes the show
with the musical number, "Everybody Has the Right." Presenting a virtual palette of the
complex and diverse shades of
insanity, the skill of the entire
cast made Assassins a musical
that will not be soon forgotten
by Trinity playgoers.

STUDY

ABROAD

STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY

THE SWEDISH PROGflfiM
Study abroad in Stockholm,
Sweden with The Swedish
Program at Stockholm
University. I Instruction is in English.
B Course offerings
are diverse, for
example: women's
studies, environmental
policy, psychology,

Scandinavian literature,
European history, public
policy, politics, health
care, nationalism
in Eastern Europe,
economics, film.
1 Live with a Swedish
family,or in a university
dormitory. I Program
excursions within Sweden.

cwg^
January 2 8 , 1998

Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus Center

Ifyou are unable to attend this meeting, please contact your Study Abroad Advisor OP
The Swedish Program, Hamilton College, 198 College Hi!! Road, Clinton, New York 13323
(315)737-0123 .
Sweclishprg@aol.com
V
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Around
Trinity
Maybe now SGA will listen to parking
complaints...
Around Trinity spotted three inebriated girls walking through the Ferris
Parking Lot one night last week. As they
passed by the SGA's parking spot, one of
the girls decided to tear it off the post
while the other two girls posted as lookouts. First they lose their vice-president
and now their parking spot? AT suspects a coup d'etat.
High Rise hemophiliac strikes
Many Highrise residents have noticed
a large collection of blood drops at the
back door of their dorm. As the drops
lead into the dorm, AT can only suspect
that the victim of the fight was a High
Rise resident. Maybe those who live in
High Rise should be looking at their fellow residents more closely when they
ride the elevator together for scratches
around the knuckles.
Party Girls doing what it takes to 'beat
the heat'
Maybe some people just can't let go of
the warm weather we experienced over
Winter Break. A great number of people
.were whipping gff their shirts ii\ the,
Party Barn on Friday night. It's under
our opinion that camisoles and wifebeaters should be kept as undergarments, as a few of you girls gave new
meaning to the phrase "Letting it all
hang loose."

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERFORMS

LECTURES
Wednesday, January 21

4:00 PM

"Awareness and Communication in Plants" by
Associate Professor of Biology Kathleen Archer,
as part of the Faculty Lecture Series. Free admission, Faculty Club, Hamlin Hall.

Thursday, January 22

7:00 PM

The Decolonization Series will present a film,
"Panama Deception," in McCook Auditorium.
Barbara Trent, an academy award winning filmmaker, former welfare mother, seasoned activist
and trail blazer for change will give a lecture after the film. Ms. Trent has publicly exposed
criminal activities in the White House, Pentagon, and CIA. She also has been the target of at
least three FBI counter intelligence operations.
Her personal story of courage, risk, and achievement starting in the 1960s is an inspiration to
many.

Friday, January 23

3:00 PM

The Physics Department will be sponsoring a
lecture, "Living and Working at the South Pole"
by Dr. MarkCushman (Class of '88) in McCook,
room 106.

Friday, January 23

Greater Tuna
Impact Arts, in association with The Theater project, presents Greater Tuna. Performances run from January 22-24 at the Majestic
Theater in West Springfield, MA. Shows begin
at 8:00 PM. Tickets are $12.00 for adults, $10.00
for students. Call Protix at (860) 422- 0000.

Changing Faces
Changing Faces will be performing at the Palace Theater on Friday, January 23 at 8:00 PM.
Tickets are $21.00. Call Protix at (860) 422-0000.

Def Comedy Jam All Stars
The Webster Theater of Hartford presents
the Def Comedyjam All Stars on Friday, January 23. Tickets are $20.00 in advance, $25.00 the
day of. Over 21 only. Call Protix at(860) 4220000.

Paula Cole
Paula Cole will be appearing at the Chapin
Auditorium of Mount Holyoke College on Sunday, February 22. Show begins at 8:00 PM. All
tickets $17.50, general admission seating. Call
Protix at (860) 422-0000.

4:45 PM

The Anthropology Program presents "Invoking
Vali: Painful Technologies of Birth in South India", by Cecilia Van Hollen, Professor of Medical
Anthropology at the University of California-Berkeley. Professor Van Hollen is currently a candidate for the Medical Anthropology position at
Trinity. This lecture will be held in McCook,
room 201.

Tuesday, January 27
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Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, January 21
4:30 PM

4:15 PM

The Anthropology Program presents "AnthroTrostle From the FiveCoTiegeProgram in Culture, Health and Science at Mount Holyoke College. He is currently a candidate for the Medical
Anthropolgy postion here at Trinity College. This
lecture will be held in the McCook Library. Light
refreshments will be served.

"But Mommy, I don't wanna go to
school"
Yes, Dobelle has put his foot down
once again. Now when we want to skip
classes, we have to talk to our professors
instead of getting the Dean to send over
a quick and nifty email. Professors are
busy enough without having to worry
about hungover students who want to
go skiing and skip class.
,
Sunday Morning Formal Brunch
Well, it happens every time. The Post
Semi-Formal Walks of Shame that
many of you have performed this weekend were seen by many. Around Trinity spotted one dressed up girl between
the Lower Long Walk and the soccer
field duck behind a tree when she spied
me walking nearby. Crossing campus
at nine o'clock in the morning and
claiming that you felt like getting
dressed up for brunch, just isn't going to
cut it this time.

Roman Catholic Mass

5:00 PM

Vespers Service

Monday; January 26
•••;:
'.:,'•„

Umqja House Fire Sale
Apparently some fraternity brothers
already trashed their own furniture this
year and decided that it was time to
renovate. Moving on down the street to
the Umoja House, they lifted a few
chairs and when caught by Campus
Safety claimed that it was just a prank.
Admit it boys, you needed wood for your
traditional bonfires and just couldn't
spare any of your own.

Meditation
Crypt Chapel

4:30PM
;;
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:: M e d i t a t i o n
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Crypt Chapel'

CINESTUDIO
Bean(PG-13)

Wed-Sat, Jan. 21-24
7:30 PM
Sat, Jan. 24
2:30 PM
(Britain, 1997) Director: Mel Smith. Screenplay by Richard Curtis and Robin Driscoll. Cast: Rowan Atkinson, Pamela
Reed, Peter MacNicol, Burt. Reynolds. Playfully proving the theory that Americans are suckers for anyone with a
British accent, Rowan Atkinson portrays a clueless security guard at a London art gallery who is fobbed off to the
Yanks as a famed art critic. Accompanying a valuable painting to Los Angelos, Bean has a weird way of causing chaos
just by entering a room- not to mention what happens when he starts wandering around with an uncooked turkey
carcass over his head! Beon's unrestrained sense of humor, much closer to Monty Python than Noel Coward, bubbles
up from the 14-year-old self that lives within us all. 92 min.

Gummo (R)

Fri-Sat, Jan. 23-24

9:30 PM

(1997) Written and directed by Harmony Korine. Cinematographenjean Yves Escoff ier. Cast:Jacob Reynolds, Nick
Sutton, Jacob Sewall, Chloe Sevigne, Linda Manz. Slammed for his scrupulously unsentimental look at the doings of
real teenagers in Kids, screenwriter Harmony Korine has turned to directing in a new film that is sure to raise the
hackles of parents everywhere. It all takes place in Xenia, Ohio, a backwater void that has never recovered from its
devastation by a tornado. Dumping the typical three act structure, Gummo hangs out with a group of metalhead teens
who are Jooking for inventive ways to ease their bone-crushing boredom (cat lovers, beware). 95 min.

Critical Care

Sun, Jan. 25
2:30 PM
Sun-Jues, Jan. 25-27 7:30 PM

(1997) Director: Sidney Lumet. Written by Steven Schwartz, based on the novel,by Richard Dooling! Castjames
Spader, Helen Mirren, Kyra Sedgwick, Wallace Shawn, Anne Bancroft, Albert Brooks. Anyone who dissed Hillary
Clinton's dream of national health insurance might better have a look at this scathingly funny movie on the excesses
of the status quo. Director Sidney Lumet, who trashed the t.v. biz in Network, follows a cynical young doctor Qames
Spader) on his rounds through a typical hospital. The doctor's usual modus operandi is shaken, however, when he
wanders into a war between two sisters over their comatose father. Albert Brooks is amusingly nasty as the amoral
head physician, and the marvelous Helen Mirren brings a needed touch of humanity as the caring but sleep-deDri ved
head nurse. 107 min.
.
t>
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Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorrh
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ay, Carmela
Wednesday-January 21, at 7:30 PM, the Latin
American and Spanish Film-Series will present
Ay, Carmela in the Life Sciences Center. Ay,
Carmela, directed by Carlos Suara, illustrates
the horror of the Spanish Civil War. Speaker
for the movie will be Trinity's Thomas
Harrington, Professor of Modern Languages.

Arts Conference
Saturday, January 24, from 1:00 to 6:00 PM,
the Trinity faculty will host a conference entitled, "Who will Save the Arts Now?", The conference will take a multidisciplinary look at
arts support here and abroad, Arts funding will
be addressed by special guests hosted by Trinity faculty from economics, political science,
and the performing arts. The keynote speaker
is Roger Copeland of Oberlin College. The conference will be held in the Goodwin Theater of
Austin Arts Center. Admission is free.

Nun's Circle Exhibit
January 29 through March 15, seven Tibetan
Buddhist nuns will visit the Trinity College
campus. Their exhibit, The Nun's Circle:
Women, Art, and the Buddhist Spirit will feature traditional and contemporary Sacred art
from the: Tibetan tradition. The exhibit will
preceed various lectures and performances.
The exhibit will be held at the Widener Gallery admission is free.

Bushnell Seeks Artists
The Promenade Gallery at the Bushnell is
seeking Connecticut artists to exhibit their
work during the 1998-1999 season. The application deadline is March 31,1998. Decisions will
be made by the end of May. One- or two- persgn show% will be awarded for the season which
runs from September of 1998 to May of 1999.

Contra Dance
Therew.il! be a contra dance, Fridayjanuary
23, from 8:00 to 11:00 PM, in the First Church of
Christ at South Main Street in West Hartford, CT.
Christine Hale calling, with music by Popcorn
Behavior. Admission is $8.00 and half price for
students with ID. All dances are taught, and no
partner is needed. For more information call
(860)666-2124.

AnteI

1

January 21
9:00 PM

Boondoggle, an
acoustic duo at the
Bistro

10:00 PM

Favorite Flick Night at
the Cave: My Best
Friend's Wedding

January 22
Tech Expo
Students interested in technical careers are
invited to attend the Tech Expo in Stamford, CT
at the Stamford Sheraton on Thursday, February
5, beginning at 10:00 AM. Attendees will have the
opportunity to meet, network, and interview with
top decision makers from leading companies.
Admission is free, and candidates are advised to
bring a resume and dress in business attire. Call
Mara Marcus at (212) 655-4505 for more information.

Minority Job Fair
The Providence Journal Company will be hosting the American Society of Newspaper Editors'
New England/New York Regional Minority Job
Fair. Recruiters will be looking for minority students to fill internships and full-time positions
for juniors, seniors, and graduate students. This
job fair will be held on Thursday, February 19 and
Friday, February 20,1998, at the Providence
Biltmore Hotel in Providence Rhode Island. Call
(800). 775-7862 for more information.

Poetry Contest
The Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum is offering 35
cash awards in its new Awards ofPoetic Excel lence
poetry contest. Poems entered will also be considered for publication in the Fall 1998 edition of
Poetic Voices in America, a hardcover anthology.
Visit the Sparrowgrass web site at hup;.//
' wwwVrin'place.com/sparfow'fbr rnore'informa-:

Now PLAYING
Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, January 22
Prices $7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information call (860) 568-8810
Wag The Dog (R)
Tommorow Never Dies (PG-13)
Titanic (PG-13)
The Boxer (R)
Star Kid (PG)
Scream (R)
Mousehunt (PG)
Kundun (PG-13)
Jackie Brown (R)
Hard Rain (R)
Half Baked (R)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Flubber(PG)
Fallen (R)
As Good As It Gets (PG-13) ,
Amistad (R)
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12:25 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
12:00 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:45 PM, 7:30 PM, 10:05 PM, 12:20 AM
12:30 PM, 2:00 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:00 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:45 PM
1:00 PM, 4:00 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:35 PM, 11:55 PM
12:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:35 PM
9:10 PM, 11:35 PM
12:40 PM, 2:45 PM, 4:50 PM'
1:15 PM, 4:05 PM, 7:10 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:30 AM
6:45 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:35 AM
12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:15 PM, 12:15 PM
12:50 PM, 3:05 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:35 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:25 PM
1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9:55 PM, 12:15 AM
12:00 PM
1:30 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:25 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:40 AM
12:55 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:00 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 PM
12:30 PM, 3:30 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:30 PM

Frank Valero Trio
eclectic jazz at the
Bistro

9:30 PM

January 23
Midnight Madness at
Bowl-O-Rama; leaves
Mather at midnight

12:00 AM

January 24
7:00 PM

Con Air in McCook
Auditorium

9:00 PM

Turbulence in McCook
Auditorium

10:00 PM

CLEO Party
Vernon Center

Write for the
Call X2583
or
e-mail us at
tripod@mail.trincoll.ed u

Classifieds
'•Spring Break 98 Get Going!!!!**
Cancunjamaica, Bahamas & Florida
Group Discounts and Free Drink Parties!!
Sell 5 & go free! Book now!!
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex
1-800-234-7007
or
http://www.endlesssuinmertours.com.

Earn Money and Free Trips!!!
Absolute Best SPRING BREAK
Packages available!!!
INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS,
and small groups wanted!!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013
or
http://www.icpt.com

Newington Theater- 40 Cedar in Newton
'

Times are valid through Thursday, January 22
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information call (860)666-8489

Rainmaker (PG-13) ,
American Werewolf in Paris (R)

7:15 PM, 9:30 PM
.7:00 PM, 9:30 PM

Free Cash Grants!
College, Scholarships,
Business, Medical Bills
Never Repay!
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext.G-15364

Elm Theater- New Britain Avenue, Next to Webster Bank
Times are valid through Thursday, January 22
Prices $3.50 regular admission, $2.50 matinees
For scheduling information call (860) 232-2820 »
American Werewolf in Paris (R)
For Richer or Poorer (PG-13)

7:30PM
7:30 PM

Seized Cars from $175
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's,
Corvettes. Also jeeps, 4WD's.
Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000
Ext.A-15364

H

BRETO'S

24 New Britain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Pizzas

Topping....! .50
Sides & Salads
Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00
Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

-^ large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Chef Salad .
Greek Salad
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

S

L

Sheet

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli,freshtomatoes, etc.

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef

White Veggie Design... . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer of sauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun S h r i m p Pie . . . . . . $10.00 /15.00 /29.50
Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

$8.50 /13.00 / 23.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

H o t f p r t h e H e a r t . . . . . . . v . $ & 0 0 / 1 2 . 0 0 . / 2 ^ 0 0 ,.

:

Veal....
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

$10.00/ 13.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
$7.50.
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
$7.50
Ravioli
.$6.50
Stuffed Shells
.$6.50
Manicotti
$6.50
Lasagna...........
;..;
..$7.50
Chicken P a r m e s a n . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$7.50
Calzone
'.
.$6.00
Fettuccine A l f r e d o . . . . .
.$6.95
GardenPasta
.$6.95
Beef and Peppers
$7,50
Steak on a Stick
.$7.50

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25

$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

turkey . . : . . : . : . r . . . : : :

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
."
•

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

,. . $ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

$8.50 /13.00 /23.00

Max's Preferred

$ 3.50

T o p p i n g ...$2.50

Specialty Pizzas
Red Veggie Design

Fine Food

.

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

5.00 Plenty for two!

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey...
.'...'
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi
Shrimp on a stick.
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen..,
Blackened Chicken..,

.

.$7.95
$7.95
$8.50
.. .$7.50
.$7.95
$6.95
$7.50
.$7.50

"I

2 Large Pizzas
Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15taxincl.
278-4334
g.
p

I J
Large Pizza J i Small Pizza
1
• Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda« B Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter
I •
Only $10 tax incl.
. i
Only $7 tax incl.
1 J
278-4334
J j
278-4334
I
l» imn mmi turn mm m

' "I f *"" """ "". "™

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

am na> B B m

H

al

el

&.

soda

am ma am am mm

Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334
n

™™ *"*' ""lti """ mm m

j [ Buy Large Pizza
I 1
with
Cheese
B 8
i 3
BB
g g

MM MMK BBB BOB n

Any Calzone

Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

gg
gB

F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334

.

I
g
g
B
g

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

A

Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m. - Sunday - Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
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Men's Wrestling Pins A Historical Beginning
BY OLIVER PAGE

Sports Writer

The Trinity Wrestling team has put together a 6-2 record which is by far the
best start in Trinity's wrestling history.
The Bantams began the second semester by placing second out of a possible
eight at the Swarthmore Team Challenge. Defeating Western Maryland,
Albright, and Roger Williams University the team only lost to Elizabethtown,
ranked in the top ten nationally. Mike
Marcucio, Tim Barrett, Raymond Jones
and Steve Mulvihill all registered three
wins at the tournament while Riad
DeFreitas, Oliver Page, and Peter Marino
all recorded two wins.
Nexi-the Bantams hosted AIC and
Johnsbn and Wales. Trinity began the
day by wrestling AIC and recorded wins
by Dan Hughes (118 lbs.), Eric Gibson
(158), Raymond Jones (177 lbs.), Steve
Mulvihill (190 lbs.), and Peter Marino
(Heavy Weight). The match ended with
the Bantams on top winning 22-18. Defeating AIC was not only a great boost
for the Bantams moral but also for the
team standing. AIC was ranked top 6 in
the New England in divisions 1,2, and 3.
The turning point of the match seemed
to occur when Eric Gibson defeated his

Ray Jones wrestles an opponent out of bounds in last weekend"^ match.

opponent 3-2 in a grueling match. The
next victory was a pin by Ray Jones,
which closed the gap in the match to just
three points. Then a victory by Steve
Mulvihill put the Bantams in the lead.
However the match was far from over.
The heavy weight match may have been
the most thrilling match of the day. Peter Marino was down by several points
going into the third and final period. He

Women's Basketball
Trinity 74, WPI51

Trinity 69, Wellesley 52

-Gretchen MacColl 22 points on 8 of
11 shooting from the floor. She added
8, rebounds.

-Gretchen MacColl 18 points on 8 of
12 shooting and grabbed 7 rebounds.
-Kate Leonard 18 points, 4 assists,

-Kati

incFui

.,

.

_

.

_

,
?the bench.

-Colleen McGlynn 7 points.
-Carolyn Canty scored 8
FULL FEATURE NEXT WEEK

Captain's Corner Profile
A weekly profile of Trinity's Athletic Captains.

Name: Craig Moody
Sport: Basketball
Position: Shooting Guard
Hometown: Ridgewood, NJ
High School: Ridgewood HS
Major: American Studies

rallied to a score of 7-6 AIC. With only
34 seconds left in the match Peter had
to call injury time for his shoulder, then
rebounded to take his opponent down
for an 8-7 victory. The Bantams then
proceed to easily defeat Johnson and
Wales, losing just one match and accepting several forfeits.
By the end of the day all the Trinity
wrestlers were happy with their perfor-

mances. Everyone wrestled very hard,
and the matches the Bantams lost were
just by a few points. Not a single Bantam wrestler was pinned on Saturday,
however several Bantam wrestlers
pinned their opponents. The Trinity
Wrestling team is on track for the best
season in Trinity wrestling history, with
an extremely young team that will only
grow better over the next few years.

Ice Hockey Skates On

making the score 4-2.
American International managed to
Sports Writer
bring the game to a tie in the second period as the Bantams went scoreless. But
Men's Ice Hockey improved on their Trinity proved too much as Roberto netfive wins Friday evening by defeating the ted the game winning goal two minutes
American International College Yellow into the third period off a feed from Dan
.
.. .
jacke.cs, 6-4 in Springfield. The game Lyons'OQ.
;
opened slowly going scoreless for eight , Then Lyons scored to ice the game
minutes before AIC player Ben Ballou with six minutes to go, assisted by
cashed the first goal in what would be a Roberto and Southard. Dan Lyons leads
festival of goal scoring for the next nine the Bantams with six goals and nine asminutes.
,
•;,•.'
sists for fifteen points. Jeffrey Blair '99
Trinity responded a mere thirty sec- shut out the opposition in the third peonds later, with a goal of their own by riod and finished the game with 23 saves
Mike Schulz '98 and assisted by Tirn for his fifth win of the year.
Rath '98. The Bantams kept the nets full
Blair is posting a .904 percent save avscoring three more goals in the period. erage in eleven games and is ranked fifth
Of those, two were netted in quick suc- in the ECAC.
cession by Tim Rath from James Devine
Saturday the Bantams were hosted by
'99 and Ryan Southard '00 from Joe Connecticut College. The Camels
Roberto '98. Trinity then finished the pe- outscored the Bantams 5 goals to 4 movriod with an unassisted goal by Schulz ing Trinity's record down to 6-6-1.
II
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BY DEVIN PHARR

Intramural News
Basketball Deadline: Friday 1/23/98
Play Starts: Monday 1/26/98

Squash Deadline: Friday 1/30/98
Play Starts: Monday 2/2/98

FREDSCHONENBERC

Notables:
-Silky smooth shooter notorious for consistent play
and deadly jump shot.
-Two-year Captain
-Participant in 1994-95 Division III Final Four
-Averaging 13.1 points per game
-tenacious rebounder
-defensive prowess usually consists of several longarmed steals.
Quotables:
"Moody always puts the team first and his dedication is unparalleled. Any accolades he may receive are
certainly well-deserved."

-Tim Lynch

It's not too late to join the

fneshman/
Nooice Cnevo
Call Erica Schwab (Women) at x5306 or
Call Stew Stokes (Men) at x2070 for information
or
Come down to the rowing tanks in the Ferris
Athletic Center at 4 PM, Wednesday, January 21Friday, January 23.
NO MEETING WILL BE HELD AND
NO EXPERIENCE IS NECESSARY.

SPORTS
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Tropical Sun and Dedication Bring Out The Best
the 1000 free and the 200 breast.
Sophomore Andrew Lovig
again proved himself in both
the 200 back, and anchoring
the final 200 free relay. Michael
Gorman '00 and Matt Ruggles
'00 both demonstrated their
versatility, scoring in Individual
Medley and Butterfly events.
Brad Albus '00, a transfer diver
from Wheaton College donned
the blue and gold for his first
Trinity meet this weekend as

BY MATT HELLER

Sports Writer

The Swim Team is off to a
strong start in the second half
of their season, bringing in the
new year with their toughest
competition. After returning
from their rigorous training trip
in Ponce, Puerto Rico, the team
has gone head to head with
three excellent rivals: Amherst,
MIT, and Tufts.
,The hard work during
double-sessions paid off, and
Trinity is swimming strong as
tKey gear up for their final
meets of the season and start
preparing for the New England
Championships.
December 29th, 2:30
While most of Trinity is sleep- Sophomore Ryan Young sprints in a recent meet.
ingsoundlyafteronly their first
week of vacation and most of
the other winter sports were against several other teams Amherst and MIT on the 10th.
still days away from returning from both the United States and
Amherst, annually one of the
to campus, the Men's and Puerto Rico. The high point of best teams in New England, was
Women's Swim Teams left an the meet came in the last event, able to take both the men and
empty campus on a cold bus to when Coach Amy Williams the women, despite some outNew York's JFK airport. The fi- and Assistant Coach Jason standing performances. MIT,
nal destination: Catholic Uni- Marsh hopped on to the blocks however, was not so lucky. The
versity, Ponce, Puerto Rico. for a leg of the exhibition 400 Women's' team beat MIT 124Although the weather was meter freestyle relays!
98,
nearly perfect, the eleven days
Top performances were given
The trip was not only a
were physically and emotion- hardcore training experience, by sophomore superstar Emily
ally draining.
but a valuable bonding oppor- Polito, who won both the 100
Double sessions started with tunity for both the men and the and 200 freestyle events, and
a two and a half hour 6:45
women away from pressures of breaststroker Carrie Rorer '00,
practice and ended with a campus life. None of this would who won the 50 freestyle.
shorter, two hour practice later have been possible without the Freshman diver Katie Bryant
in the afternoon. The regimen generosity and hospitality of qualified for New Englands
varied each practice, emphasiz- Mr. Genero Dessy, father of with excellent showings on
ing endurance, speed, and sophomore freestyler, Luigi both the one and three meter
stroke technique. A typical day Dessy.
boards.
of doubleseould' BtWer 'four -'•'"'"" After a'day of layoVersln'Sah '
teen thousand meters; roughly Juan, the team arrived back to Andrew Lovig, Michael
equivalent to running a Hartford at 3:30
on the 9th Gorman, and Ryan Young
marathon...every day!
of January. Tired and injured, scored valuable points. AddiTrinity competed success- the Bantams put their pains be- tionally, Ryan Vasquez '99,
fully in an invitational meet at hind them to swim a grueling swam fast in both his freestyle
the Olympic Training Center double-dual meet aesin^f qnrl VrrPasf«;tTnVp

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

First session: May 20 - July 1
Second session: July 6 - August 14
1998 Summer Announcement available in March.
For more information:
call 202.994.6360
e-mail sumprogs@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu

'8 •

Men
diversity

GW is an affirmative action/equal opportunity institution.

well.

KYRASKVIR

This past Saturday, Trinity
met Tufts in Medford, MA. for
another tight meet. Although
the Jumbos were victorious,
Trinity had some great swims.
The men, who were outnumbered by a 3-1 ratio, still held
their own. Seniors Stuart
Howell and Matt Heller had
strong legs in each of their relays, as did Ryan Vasquez '99,
who again swam both freestyle
and breaststroke events. Sophomore Ryan Young had four lifetime best times, winning events
throughout the meet, including

V

The women also had some
standout swims at Tufts. The
unstoppable Emily Polito once
again took first place in the 200:
free, leading the way for Freshman Cory Bernard to win the
200 IM with a near varsity
record breaking time. Senior
Captain Ali McBride swam a
great 1650, while fellow Captain
Jen Moore qualified for New
Englands in the 100 backstroke.
Senior diver-turned-swimmer
Sara Michel had several great
swims as well, finishing strong
in the 200 free relay. Again,
freshman diver Katie Bryant
threw several perfect and awesome dives.
With just four meets to go in
the season, the Bantams are
looking for a strong finish. They
will be swimming against
Wesleyan at home on Wednesday, then again traveling to Boston to swim against Brandeis on
Saturday.

British Trip For
Women's Squash
8 but was able to battle back
before losing 9-10 in a tieSports Writer
breaker.
lunior Paige Vollmer (#3)
While some traveled to back from her semester in TanPuerto Rico, Florida or Grenada zania lost a well fought match
for their Christmas vacations, 1-3 and junior Betsy Paluck (#4)
the Trinity Women's squash also lost her match by a score of
Team crossed the Atlantic to 0-3.
The rest of the matchers were
train in Cheadle, England.
The top ten players on the sophomore Randy DuPree (#5)
team went to Manchester where and junior Sarah Burbank (#6)
Number Two Gail Davie lives as • who both lost tough matches 03, and also junior Emily Keating
does her coach from home.
The team was able to train at #9 and sophomore Jen Death
with an amazing coach, and (#10) who both lost 1-3.
The Team was very disapover the course of the 3-match
pointed in the outcome but re
week, everyone .improved.
The ditlerent matcnes were soivea to not only defeat Yale
against various club players, when they play next in the
some ranked in the world. The Howe Cup but also to work hard
team came back to Trinity a all week in order to prepare for
little jet-lagged, but with some Dartmouth.
This past weekend the team
new skills.
The Bantams were able to put went to Williamstown to take
their skills to the test when they part in the Williams Invitatraveled to New Haven to take tional.
The team first met an imon Yale University. Unfortunately Trinity lost one of their proved Bowdoin team but Trintop players senior Serena ity won 9-0 and only dropped
Carbonell, due to back prob- two games, one at #1 and at #7.
lems.
The match was not as diffiThis caused four players to cult but it was good for the team
move up a notch. The match to get some solid games under
was much closer then-the final their belt.
score of 3-6 shows. The three
The second match of the day
wins came at numbers one, two, came against Bates College who
and eight.
was weaker than Bowdoin.
A new freshman hailing from
Everyone on the Trinity team
South Africajanine Thompson, won 3-0 and the lineup was
has taken over the top position identical to the Yale lineup exon the team and demolished her cept that sophomore Jen Death
opponent 3-0. Davie at #2 also played at the number nine spot..
won easily 3-0 as did junior
The team will use this week
Amanda Tucker, 3-0.
to prepare for their trip to Vassar
One of the best matches for College on Saturday to play
the team was played by sopho- both Vassar and Dartmouth.
more Priscilla Farnum at #7 The team will return home
who lost 2-3. With the match and take on Franklin and
coming down to the fifth game, Marshall on Sunday., January
Farnum found herself down 0- 25th at noon.
BY AMANDA TUCKER

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SAT

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

at Amhersf
7:30 p m

at Suffolk
2:00 p m

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

ArvHERST
7:30 p m

a t Clark
2:00 p m

WRESTLING

MON

SUN

at MIT, WPI
12 noon

INDOOR
TRACK

a t Wesleyan
5:00 p m

SWIMMING

WESLEY AN
6:30 p m

MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY

a t Brandeis
tOOpm
NORWICH
7:35 p m

MIDDLEBURY
4:30 p m

MEN'S
SQUASH

at Vassar
10:30 a m

F&M
12 noon

WOMEN'S
SQUASH

a t Vassar
10:30 a m

F&M
12 noon

Super Bowl XXXII Trivia
Trivia returns with a free six-pack of "Bud-Weis-Er" to
the first person who correctly answers all five questions
and leaves them at x2589. Good Luck!

the Green Bay Packers

1. Name the three teams w
this season.
2. Name the last team to
Packers will try to accompli
frequ
Packer wide-out Sterling Sh

Super Bowls as the

Sunday.
is the brother of former
e him.

4. Name the AFCs leadin
season.

ran for 1750 yards this

5. How many consecutiv
playoffs?

the Packers reached the
IMAGES FROM HTTP://PACKERS.COM

Bantams In The Spotlight
Picture Not
Available

Gretchen MacColl
Against WPI, Gretchen MacColl
'00 scored 22 points on 8 of 11
shooting from the field. Then on
Saturday, she dropped 19on 8 of
12 shooting and grabbed 7 boards
in a victorious game against
IWellesley.

Marcus Cowie
The Nation's Number One collegiate singles player Cowie '00
continued to dominate opponents this week in back-to-back
thrashings of Bowdoin and Yale.
Cowie blanked both of his opponents.

Cripob
VOL.XCVINO.12
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Squashing The Competition on the Way to the Top
>s BY STARK TOWNEND

Sports Writer

Trinity Men's Squash has
dominated their opponents ever
since winter break began, and
as of right now, they do not
show any signs of letting up.
With a current record of 6-0, the
Bantams are eager to face their
opponents in the upcoming
weeks..
Since their 9-0 romp over
M.I.T. just before the winter
break, Trinity has been rolling
over their competition. Having
spent some of their vacation
time practicing with top professional players in New York, the
team returned to their competitive schedule by defeating Yale
8-1 in New Haven.
Sophomore Marcus Cowie
held steady as #1, winning 3-0.
He was soundly backed up by
#2 Preston Quick (3-1), and junior co-captain Charlie Saunders
(3-2). Both Quick and Saunders
were tested in their respective
matches, but fought their way
to victory for the Bantams.
Seventh ranked freshman
Zafrir Levy, who has been injured during the early stages of

They quickly disposed of them
9-0. Each match was won 3-0
by the Bantams, and as a result
of the vast difference in levels of
play, Trinity was able to experiment a bit with its roster. Head
Coach Paul Assaiante tinkered

win against Yale, and prompted
praise from defending National
Champion Cowie: "He's really
shown signs of improvement
thus far this season, and he has
the ability to do great things for
this team."
Trinity returned home to face
an overmatched foe in Bowdoin.

eryone play.
Following their victory over
Bowdoin, the squad hit the road
for West Point to play in the annual invitational tournament.
Trinity faced Navy and Hobart,
and soundly defeated both of
them by the familiar overall
score of 9-0.

THOM BACK

Above: Co-captain Charlie
Saunders returns opponent's
shot.
Left: Currently 2nd in the
Nation, Trinity men wait for
Coach Assaiante's match-ups.
THOMBACK

Trinity was scheduled to play cused primarily on training this
Ivy League foe Cornell, who week, attempting to get themmysteriously did not arrive at selves fully prepared for two
the tournament as expected to crucial matches. First, the Banface the Bantams.
tams will face a weaker squad,
Confusing as that was, Trin- Vassar. •
After that however, the level
ity left West Point with two
more, wins. •wfaick.-XKa&justi tine. •doL$lay_wi.U be quite higher.
with Cowie. "We were surprised Fifth ranked Franklin and
not to be playing three matches, Marshall will venture to Trinity
but we showed real signs of im- for a match that will surely inprovement in our younger play- dicate how strong Trinity is in
ers at the tournament. Right its National Championship
now we're really working well, quest.
and that looks to continue,"
Then Trinity will travel to
stated Cowie.
Amherst to face the nation's
As for now, the team is fo- third ranked team. The battle

between #2 and #3 could well
be a precursor to a potential
match in the National Championship tournament that will
take place at the end of the season.
No doubt Assaiante's squad
will be up to the challenge and
will continue on the road that
has so far netted them with an
almost completely perfect season.
The Men's Squash team will
be playing at home this Sunday
at noon against long time nemesis and rival Franklin and
Marshall.

Men's Basketball Maintains Their Top Ten Ranking
BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Senior Editor

In a busy week of hoops, it
was a mixture of the good and
the bad for the Trinity College
Men's Basketball Team.
In the first games since the
holiday break, the Bantams
sandwiched two blowout wins
around an excruciating loss at
home to nationally-ranked
Springfield.
The New Year began with a
bang for the undefeated Bantams, who welcomed powerless Endicott College on
Monday evening, and sent
them back to Massachu'settson
the losing end of a 96-75 score.
Trinity jumped out to an
early 15-4 lead, en route to the
victory. Five Bantams scored
in double figures, led by junior
forwards Jason Levin (17 pts),
Kevin Bednar (16 pts), and John
Mulfinger (15 pts, six rebounds).
On Thursday evening, in
front of the biggest crowd of
the season, the Bantams, at 8-0
and ranked sixth in the country, hosted Springfield College,
which travelled across the state
border with a number five
ranked squad.
The Bantams and Pride
played fairly even for much of

through the half.
The second defensive collapse occurred in the half's
waning moments, when
Springfield's Randy Alexander
drilled a pair of threes to give
the Pride a 38-28 half time edge.
The Bantam deficit continued to mount in the second half,
reaching as high as 17 (65-48)
with just over seven minutes remaining.
Yet, the Bantams did not quit.
Junior forward Kevin Bednar
(24 pts, 8-10 FG) scored ten
points over a four minute span
to pull the Bantams within
striking distance at 72-60 with
three minutes to play,
Successive threes by senior
Craig Moody (15 pts) and freshman Mike LaBella (9 pts) cut the
Pride lead to eight points at the
2:14 mark. Another three by
Moody and yet another by
LaBella sent the crowd into a
frenzy and brought the Bantams within four points at 7773 with 1:09 left.
But, the Bantams were forced
to foul as time ran out, and
THOM BACK
Springfield's Randy Alexander
Junior Kevin Bednar leaps while throwing an
iced the 80-73 win by sinking
assist this past Thursday against Springfield.
three of four foul shots in the fithe first half. Trinity suffered through the half when the Ban- nal minute. Though it was a
two major defensive break- tams allowed Springfield sharp- very tough loss, the Bantams
downs which cost the club shooter Bobby Henderson to discovered that they could cerdearly.
drain three three-pointers in tainly play among the nation's
The first came midway under three minutes .midway elite.

They played Springfield well,
and may have come out on the
winning end if not for an astounding 24 turnovers.
On Saturday afternoon, the
squad completed the threegame homestand against instate foe Albertus Magnus.
The Bantams, eager to get
back in the win column, punished the lowly Falcons by the
score of 87-56. Moody led the
way with 21 points and junior
J.B. Brokaw put together the
best game of his career with 11
rebounds.
Senior Tim Lynch also provided a gritty performance,
contesting every shot and playing his stereotypical brand of
hard-nosed basketball. The
large margin of victory enabled
the team to give many young
players some much needed experience. The win brought the
club to 9-1 on the season.
In the latest Columbia Multimedia Ratings, the Bantams are
ranked number seven in the
country. The Bantams begin
league play tonight when they
travel to Amherst to face a Lord
Jeff squad which defeated previously top-ranked Williams
College last week.
It will be a steep test, and only
time will tell if these Bantams
have what it takes to get to the
next level.

